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Workers' comp bill
killed by senators
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP —
His name wasn't on the bill, but
Sen. Kelsey Friend became the
target when his colleagues shot
down a measure that could have
doubled the limit on legal fees in
workers' compensation claim
cases.
The vast majority of claims
made to the Workers' Compensation Board are for black lung,
a disability commonly
associated with underground
coal mining.
Friend, D-Pikeville, is one of
Kentucky's most successful
black-lung lawyers, but he lost a
case Wednesday when the
Senate voted 23-12, with one
senator passing, to kill House
Bill 466.
The bill would have made it
possible for a lawyer to collect
as much as $13,000 for a single
workers' compensation case.
The law currently limits
lawyers to $6,500 per case. HB
466 would have allowed another
$6,500 fee if the claim was
reopened, either by an employee
seeking a larger award or an
employer seeking a smaller one.
The bill's floor manager was
Sen. Delbert Murphy, D Owensboro. An amendment to it
was signed by Sen. Georgia
Powers, D-Louisville.
But opponeOs of the bill, led
by Fancy Farm Democrat Greg
Higdon, aimed their questions at
Friend, who voted for the
measure.
Higdon said the bill "would
cause a great number of cases to
be reopened" and Sen. Ed

O'Daniel, D-Springfield, agreed
that it might "make it too attractive" for lawyers.
Friend said most claims are
reopened by employers, not
employees, and that he never
charges extra when it happens
to one of his clients.
"But," Friend conceded,
"other lawyers might not be like
me, a good Samaritan."
When Higdon asked if the bill
would make it possible for a
lawyer to earn $13,000 for a
single case, Friend replied:
"Anything's possible."
Twelve senators voted for the
bill, 23 opposed it and one
senator passed.
The House passed a bill that
would require natural-gas companies to render abandoned
pipelines inoperable. Its sponsor, Rep. Clayton Little, said it
was to protect local gas
customers.
Little, D-Virgie, said gas companies have at times cut off local
service, saying the line is being
abandoned, then use it for bulk
shipping, which is more
profitable.
"It is now more economically
sound to do away with the onehouse subscriber (and) the expense of getting a meter-reader
out there," Little said. "This
guarantees that a person can
use the natural gas in their area,
that they're not exporting gas to
Pennsylvania or some place for
sale."
The House also passed bills to:
• Make it easier for school
teachers and superintendents to
take leaves of absence. It would
give school boards authority to

grant leaves for any reason.
Curfent law allows leaves solely
for educational or professional
reasons. The bill also would
liberalize maternity leave
policy, making fathers and
adoptive parents eligible.
• Include minority
businesses in state purchasing
provisions that now apply to
small businesses. Rep. Carl R.
Hines, D-Louisville, said the bill
would give Kentucky's 3,000
minority businesses a greater
share of state contracts.
Each of the House bills now
goes to the Senate.
The Senate gave final passage
to a bill that would declare a
state holiday in honor of slain
civil-rights leader Martin
Luther King Jr. It would coincide with the federal holiday —
the third Monday in January —
that begins next year.
The Senate also passed and
sent back to the House an
amended bill that would give the
Legislative Research Commission access to computer-stored
financial information of all state
agencies.
Meanwhile, the Senate leadership has sent two controversial
bills to unfriendly committees,
possibly dooming their passage.
The bills would allow cities to
enact landlord -tenant ordinances and give optometrists
the authority to prescribe drugs.
The landlord-tenant legislation, HB 224, had solid backing
from urban areas, but was sent
to the Senate Committee on
Counties and Special Districts,
which is largely dominated by
rural members.

Hart looking for southern victory;
field of challengers grows smaller
By WILLIAM M. WELCH
Associated Press Writer
As the field of Democratic
presidential challengers grows
thinner, Gary Hart is heading
South, trying to capitalize on his
New Hampshire victory in the
region where the next big round
of primaries looms.
Hart was making a quick tour
today of Alabama, Georgia and
Florida, three of the states
holding primaries on Super
Tuesday, March 13, and where
he has trailed former Vice
President Walter F. Mondale in
local polls.
While Mondale challenged
Hart to compete with him
"head-to-head" in the South, the
number of their campaign rivals
dropped.
Sen. Ernest Hollings of South
Carolina today abandoned his
two-year quest for the
Democratic presidential
nomination, saying "it's plain
that my candidacy didn't get
through to enough people.
"Well, nothing happened to
me on the way to the White
House," the. South Carolina
senator said at a news conference in a Senate committee
hearing room packed with his

campaign supporters.
Hollings was the second
Democratic contender to pull
out of the race. "It was one of
the best educations I've ever
had," he added.
California Sen. Alan Cranston
on Wednesday became the first
of the eight Democrats to drop
out.
"I know when to dream and
when to count votes," Cranston
said after finishing seventh in
New Hampshire with just 2 percent of the vote.
Former Florida Gov. Reubin
Askew said, meanwhile, that he
would decide by Friday whether
to continue seeking the
Democratic presidential
nomination.
Mondale, holding the
organizational edge in the South,
campaigned in Dixie a day
ahead of Hart. And struggling to
regain his front-runner's title,
Mondale threw down a
challenge to Hart to battle him
for the region's convention
delegates.
"I challenge Mr. Hart to bring
his campaign to the —1.4/hole
South," Mondale said in Atlanta.
"I challenge him to compete
with me here head-to-head."

On the Republican side, President Reagan's partisans say
they are delighted by Hart's win
in New Hampshire because it
means Democrats must continue fighting amongst
themselves.
"That'll stir things up," said
Reagan.
Reagan -Bush campaign
spokesman John Buckley said,
however, he thought Mondale
was still in a strong position.
Meanwhile, the field of
Democratic candidates began
shrinking in the cold light of
New Hampshire's numbers.
California Sen. Alan Cranston
announced he was dropping out
of the campaign after finishing
seventh in the eight-man race,
with just 2 percent of the vote,
and eighth-place finisher Reubin
Askew of Florida said he would
decide by Friday whether to
continue.

mostly sunny
Today mostly sunny. Highs
in the upper 30s with
southwest winds 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight becoming partly
cloudy with lows in the mid to
upper 20s. Light winds. Friday becoming mostly cloudy.
Highs the low 40s with light
north to northeast winds.

Steve Wilburn new district
executive to scout council
Steve Wilburn today began his
new duties as district executive
of the Boy Scouts of America
Four Rivers Council.
A native of Bowling Green,
Wilburn's duties are to include:
• Raising funds for the
council.
).-• Working with area scout
programs.
• Recruiting volunteer
workers for the scouts.
• Acting as an assistant to
local scout units.
Wilburn said the scouts are in
the middle of their sustaining
membership drive, to which he
will be devoting time. His office
will be located in Paducah.
Wilburn will be •serxing
Callowpv
, Hickman
County, Carlisle County, Graves
County. lcuitft County and
South Fulton, Tenn.
Wilburn's wife.) Leslie, currently teaches in the Department of Physical Education and
Recreation at Murray State

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake.
354.6
Barkley Lake...
354.2
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FEEDING THE BIROS — Many residents not only find enjoyment during the cold winter months by placing birdfeeders in their yards, but also provide a beneficial service to these feathered friends. Often small birds such as
these encounter great difficulties when trying to find food after a strong winter storm has left a blanket of snow
and iceihroughout thee region. Above, two bright red Cardinals found a feeder full of bird seed a welcome sight
yesterday afternoon. Warmer temperatures have begun melting much of the snow in our area. with the majority
of that lingering expected to be gone by today
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Meese faces tough questioning
as attorney general nominee
By SUSANNE M. SCHAFER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — Edwin Meese III, President
Reagan's long-time conservative conscience and now
nominee for attorney general,
faced tough Senate questioning
today about allegations of
political cronyism, his personal
finances and his stand on civil
liberties.
Meese was appearing before
the Senate Judiciary Committee
as it opens hearings on his confirmation to succeed Attorney
General William French Smith,
who has resigned to return to
private law practice in

California.
Democrats, with Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum pledging to lead
the assault, vowed to put tough
questions to the presidential
counselor about his political
associations, finances and civil
rights.
But Meese aide James
Jenkins says his boss was well
prepared for the hearings.
The interrogators have been
leery of predicting that they will
be able to block the nomination,
since a president is traditionally
given the Cabinet officers of his
choice.
However, some committee
members made clear they in-

tend to use the chance of facing
off against one of the president's
chief advisers as a rare opportunity to hold the administration's policies up for review.
They want to determine
Meese's role in the administration's opposition to the Equal
Rights Amendment, the Voting
Rights Act, and the Legal Services Corporation.
Other inquiries were to be
made into Meese's part in the
administration's attempt to
grant tax exempt status to
schools that discriminate as well
as filling the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission with those who
back administration policies.

Lebanese, Syrian presidents meet,
agree to cancel withdrawal pact
By FAROUK NASSAR
Associated Press Writer
Lebanese President Amin
Gemayel met again in
Damascus today with Syrian
President Hafez Assad, and
Lebanon's state radio said the
two leaders had agreed on a pro-

Fire season
begins in state

cess to cantel the troop
withdrawal pact between
Lebanon and Israel.
Assad, who has supported
Druse and Moslem rebels in
their fight against Gemayel, led
a red-carpet welcome for the
Lebanese president Wednesday
at Damascus airport. The men
met twic Wednesday, and then
Assad held a late-night meeting
with leaders of Syria's ruling
Baath party. Assad and
Gemayel resumed talks today.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. ( AP ) —
Today marks the opening of spring fire season in Kentucky. State officials say they will
continue their efforts to catch
violators of a law that prohibits
A question-and-answer sesoutdoor burning within 150 feet
sion concerning taxes and the
of a wooded area between midstate budget with be held with
night and 4:30 p.m.
area legislators Saturday mornTownley Bergman of the state
ing at the Executive Inn,
Division of Forestry said that
Paducah
after the snow melts his agency
Sponsored by the Chambers of
will continue its campaign to
Commerce of Calloway County,
make people aware of the law
Marshall County, Graves Counand to reduce fire damage.
ty and McCracken Counts.. the
He salt' Last y-s,tatj,ons_.,
!
.-...sture all
were issued on 2,000 fires. The
legislators from those 4areas,
maximum fine is $500.
"giVing their responses and
About one-third of the fires in - observations.
the state each year result from
The public is invited to attend
debris fires. About nal( of them
and participate in the session, at
occur in the spring. Bergman
9 a m. in the International Room
said

Legislators to
meet Saturday

•

Gemayel told reporters the
talks were "excellent" and
Lebanese Foreign Minister Elie
Salem said: "We hope to have
something to say to you when we
finish this meeting."
Lebanese state radio and
Beirut newspapers did not spell
out details of the reported process for scrapping the troop
withdrawal pact, as Syria has
demanded. But the reports today said the Gemayel-Assad accord was a prelude to a new
cease-fire in Lebanon's civil
war, fresh reconciliation talks
between Moslem and Christian
factions and formation of a national coalition Cabinet.
However, Walid Jumblatt, the
Druse opposition leader backed
by Syria, said in Beirut that he
wouldhot take part in any reconciliation talks unless Gemayel
were put on trial for launching
artillery attacks against Shiite
Moslem and Druse
neighborhoods.
The Soviet Union, meanwhile,
vetoed a U.N..Securily qcki toc:11_
resolution' which would have
replaced the multinational force
In Lebanon with , U.N1
peacekeeping troops, and U.S.
Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger visited Marines on
ships off the Beirut coast.
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The National Blue Ribbon
newspaper award attests to the
newspaper's high standards of
service to its community.
"The National Blue Ribbon
Evaluation is not a contest but
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an assessment, by a panel of
your peers, of your newspaper
based on the high standards of
community journalism. You
have been given the Blue Ribbon
designation in recognition of
alert, progressive, and
community-minded newspaper
you publish," Vernon R.
Spitaleri, National Newspaper
Foundation president, said in
announcing the award.
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Kidd said the booth was not
open but that the closed entry
door was not locked. He said a
time lock had been installed in
the door so it would be unlocked
during the day.
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home on Tuesday by the
Mayfield Police Department
after a Mayfield resident
reported finding the stolen items
in a barn of North 17th Street.
Kidd said the items had been
discovered missing on Monday.
Heathcott, who was lodged in
Calloway County Jail, told the
authorities he took the machine
Saturday afternoon and returned for the machine on Sunday.
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Mayfield man charged after
theft at MSU's Curris Center
A Mayfield man has been
charged with two counts of theft
In the weekend taking of a photo
identification machine and
laminate cards from the information booth `art the Curris
Center, according to the Murray
Public Safety Department.
David Wayne Heathcott, 22, of
720 N. 15th St., Mayfield, was
charged with one count of theft
over $100 for the machine and
one count of theft under $100 for
the cards, said Bill Kidd, assistant director of public safety,
who added the items have been
recovered.
Kidd said Heathcott, a former
student, was arrested at his
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Ledger & Times awarded
Blue Ribbon designation
The Murray Ledger & Times has
earned the 1984 designation of a
Blue Ribbon Newspaper, awarded by the National Newspaper
Foundation.
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Pictured is a photo copy of the original bill "authorizing the establis
hment of two 'normal schools' in Kentucky." It was signed
March 8,
1922, by Edwin P. Morrow, Governor of Commonwealth
of Kentucky.
Other signatures were Thruston Ballard, President of the Senate,
and
James H. Thompson, Speaker of the House of Representative
s.
The photo copy of the bill was provided by Charlotte Lewis
of the Of-

SOff

,

fice of Secretary of State, Frankfort, May 27, 1971.
In an accompanying letter to L.J. Hortin, Ms. Lewis wrote: "I
contacted the Historical Society concerning the meeting of the Normal
School Commission that selected Murray as a site. To this
date they
have found no record of this meeting. Records in the office
of the
Secretary of State would not wovide this information."

Important dates cited in MSU history
By L.J. HORTIN
Beginning with "Charter
Day," March 8, 1922, three dates
have been significant in the
creation and establishment of
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Murray State University:
• 1. March 8, 1922 -,On this
day Governor Edwin P. Morrow
signed "An Act to provide for
the establishment of Two Normal School for the training of
white elementary teachers, and
appropriating moneys for the
maintenance - and' operation
thereof." The Act further
specified "one to be located in
the Western part of the State and
one to be located in the Eastern
part of the State."
• 2. Sept. 1, 1922 - On this
Friday, the Normal School Commission, in Judge E.C. O'Rear's
office in Frankfort, chose. Murray as the site for the Normal
School in the Western part of the
state. On August 6, 1923, the Normal School Commission officially named it "Murray State Normal School."
• 3. Sept. 24, 1923 - At 10
a.m. on this date, Murray State
Normal School officially opened
its doors in the Murray High
School. It became that day a
complete collee - with'charter,
name, building, site, faculty,
president and 202 students. Of
these students 87 were of college
rank. There were 67 men and 135
women.
Led by the founder and future
second president, Dr. Rainey T.
Wells, the city of Murray and
Calloway County contributed
the required sum of $100,00Q plus
approximately $17,000, for the
new building and campus.
The first degrees granted
were 12 in number in 1928, when
Dr. Wells became president of
Murray State. When Dr. Kala M.
Stroup became president on July 1, 1983, a total of 35,141
degrees had been granted by the
University. Of these, 27,432 were
bachelor degree and 7,709 were
master degrees.
Murray's seven presidents

have been Dr. John Wesley
Carr, Dr. Rainey T. Wells, Dr.
James H. Richmond, Dr. Ralph
Woods, Dr. Harry Sparks, Dr.
Constantine Curris, and Dr.
Kale M. Stroup.
The provisions of the authorizing Act of the Legislature (the
Charter-)' signed March 8, 1922,
by Governor Edwin P. Morrow
included the following:
1. Establishment of two normal schools for the training of
elementary teachers. One was
to be in East Kentucky, the other
in West kentucky.
2. Appointment of eight
members of a created State Normal School Commission.
3. Authorization of the Commission to receive gifts of "at
least $100,000" for land and
buildings of each institution.
4. Making available from state
funds $30,000 "for the
maintenance and operation of
said school" - if the gifts and
donations we're made. The sum
Of $30,000 was to be an annual
appropriaticin.
5. The management and control of the two normal schools
was vested in the State Board of
Education.
A significant step in the
growth of the institution at
Muray took place in 1925 when a
Board of Regents was established and appointed for Murray
State Normal School. The five
members of this first board
were: McHenry Rhoades, chairman; Mrs. Laurine Wells
Lovett, G. Prentice Thomas,
James P. Wilson, and Thomas
H. Stokes.
Sixty-two years have passed
since the Governor and
Legislature of,kentucky enacted
the "Charter- that led to the
establishment of Murray State
Udiversity in West Kentucky,
and Morehead State University

in the Eastern part of the Commonwealth. These "twin"
universities, like all other state
institutions, are hiving
budgetary problems today.
But these problems are no
greater than those faced by the ,
two new "Normal Schools" in
1923. Each "school" was
granted - in the charter - the
sum of $30,000 for operation and
maintenance that first year
They both survived.
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Alumni, faculty, students,
regents, Murray citizens and
friends on Alumni Day, April 28,
will have the opportunity of
honoring Murray State's
seventh president, Dr. kala M.
Stroup, in formal inauguration
ceremonies. The installation
will be a part of the annual
Alumni Day program.
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Participants and guests in activities of the day may wish to
drop in and see the "Old
Chapel" which is now part of the
renovated Wrattier West Kentucky Museum. Known first as
the Administration Building of
Murray State Normal School, it
was built with the $117,000 contributed by. Murray citizens as
required by the Charter of 1922.
Wrather Hall was listed on the
National Register of Historic
Buildings June 11, 1975.
Here are the legislative steps
that marked Murray's growth
from a Normal School, which
was authorized on March 8, 1922,
and opened Sept. 24, 1923:
1926 - Murray State Normal
School became Murray State
Normal and Teachers College.
1930 - It became Murray ,.
State Teachers College.
1948 - It became Murray
State College.
1966 - It became Murray
State University, a"title it proudly holds today.
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House Speaker to seek another term
BOSTON (API - House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.,
71, plans to run for one more
two-year term, but would consider serving as ambassador to
Ireland or as a cabinet secretary
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Democrats to
meet Monday

in a Democratic administration,
according to published reports.
After serving another twoyear term,"I will probably hang
It up," he told The Boston Globe
In an interview in Thursday's
newspaper.

The Democratic leader said
he believed House Majority
Leader Jim Wright, D-Texas,
should succeed him because he
might be 'more in tune with the
Democratic members Of the
House than I am."

Volunteers for local spouse abuse
program to meet at training session

The Calloway County
Victims of spouse abuse often
Democratic Executive Commit- feel
they are alone in the world.
tee will meet Monday at 7 p.m.
They are very Much afraid.
In the office of Judge/Executive
They desperately need support.
George Weaks at the Calloway
They need to know that they
County Courthouse,
have a right not to be .beaten,
pricopmey ratcrelso-oi Shia -Jost
try provide illstentitilillets
meting is to discuss and
in invaluable service.
prepare for the county convention on March At Delegates to
° The Murray Spouse Abuse
the national- convention will be
Hotline is ready to be put into
elected at this meeting, accor-• operat
ion! The Murray Spouse
ding to Z.C. Enix, county
Abuse Advisory Board is looking
chairman.
for volunteers willing to answer

the phone 2 to 3 hours a week. On
Monday, March 5, at the
Calloway County Library on 710
Main St.,'there will be a public
meeting and training session
starting at 7 p.m. Anon
teiesteu itr vOluntiering some
time to help victims of spouse
abuse and their families is urged
to attewl. If you tre interested
but cannot attend Monday
night's meeting, please call
7534908 to make other
arrangements.
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garrott's gallery

by m.c. garrott

Beating EDB odds

are billion-to-one
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The fear of chemicals, especially those
suspected of causing cancer, is something we will
have to live with for a long time to come. It must
not degenerate into hysteria.
Much has been accomplished in achieving
cleaner air and cleaner water as a result, in large
part, of concern about the effects of pollutants on
public health. The anti-smoking campaign, which
has convinced millions of Americans to stop smoking, has been successful mainly because of people's fear of lung cancer.
Fear is a powerful motive in influencing human
conduct, and it is not to be underrated or condemned. But it must always be kept under control,
especially in situations where mob psychology can
take over.
In the recent scare over the carcinogen ethylene
dibromide (EDB), the fear has been kept from
becoming irresponsible. William Ruckeishaus, administrator of the federal Environmental Protection Agency, has issued guidelines for EDB in the
food supply and suspended the use of EDB as a
fumigant for stored grain. Earlier the agency had
suspended the use of EDB as a soil treatment and
announced a phase-out by next fall of post-harvest
fruit and vegetable uses.
Some states have gone farther. Massachusetts,
in particular, decided to ban all food products with
10 parts per billion or above. Ruckelshaus would
allow 900 parts per billion on raw grain, 150 parts
per billion on baking mixes and other products
that must be cooked before being eaten, and 30
parts per billion on ready-to-eat products, such as
bread.
EDB is a potent carcinogen, as shown by
laboratory tests on animals. But there is no direct
evidence of its effect on humans..We- have been
using it as a pesticide in this country since 1948,
and the residues have not caused any great increase in the age-adjusted cancer rates, which
have remained stable or declined in the last 50
years (except for lung cancer).
The Ruckelshaus order will effectively remove
EDB from the food chain in this country within
two or three years. Mars good. But in the meantime there is no reason to panic over odds so
minuscule that a person could eat muffins every
day for a year and still be more likely to win a
super jackpot in one play at Las Vegas than to
have ingested any EDB.

A Manhattan judge's ruling on a "discrimination" lawsuit is refreshingly straightforward.
Judge Henry F. Werker of Federal District
'Court there decided that the lawyer who brought
an action against the Victim Services Agency
should pay the $19,000 in legal costs that the
private agency incurred preparing for and defending the action.
Denied a preliminary injunction, the plaintiffs
gave up their effort.
The plaintiffs, black and Hispanic women, were
assessed $50 each, the judge saying he wanted to
"fulfill tile deterrent purpose" of assigning the
costs without financial ruin for them.
Their suit had claimed they were dismissed by
the agency out of racial discrimination. But the
judge found that the two women were discharged
for using drugs at work, and their complaint that
whites were treated differently on the job was
without substantiating facts.
Without substantiation, a court is justified in
describing a complaint as meritless and
unreasonable, and may award legal costs to the
defendants, Judge Werker stated.
The plaintiffs disagreed.
"This decision threatens every public interest,
legal services and civil liberties practitioner," the
plaintiffs' attorney retorted. He plans to appeal,
and will ask the New York Civil Liberties Union
to represent him.
Of course such an award is a threat to lawyers,
who sue at the drop of an eyebrow, without being
able to muster some semblance of truth on their
side.
A reversal might mean that more legitimate
cases seeking redress for discrimination would be
delayed by numerous phony cases.
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The University of Mannheim,
which Terry, an honor graduate of
Murray High School, is attending,
has a newly-established postgraduate program in International
Economic Relations. It is listed in
the school's catalog as "Internationale Wel-twirtschaftsbeziehungen" or IWB. It is in this
program that Terry, also an honor
graduate of Murray State, is enrolled as Rotary International Scholar.
The courses he is taking are
mindboggling: International Trade
Theory, an advanced lecture
course with exercise; International
Money and Capital Markets, a lecture course; Technology Transfer
to Developing Countries, a lecture
course, and Specialization through
the Development of Agricultural
Economics into Industrial
Economics, a lecture course.
A final exam is given at the end
of the semester in the first two.
None is given at the end of the other
two.
In addition, Terry. the son of
Richard and Sue Smith, 1508
Canterbury Drive here in Muray,
also is participating in a seminar in
theoretical economics over
equilibrium theory.
A economics major at MSU, he
must write, present and defend a
paper — written in German and
between 20 and 30 pages in length
— at the end of the course.
Although this seminar is not a
part of the program in IWB, he was
eager to participate in it, mainly
because of the instructor, Prof. Dr.
Volcker Bohm, an excellent
teacher and who is internationallyknown among economists for his
research in that field.
•

•

•

In addition to Dr. Bohm, Terry

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
second of a series of three columns
Mr. Garrott has prepared about
Terry Smith of Murray and his experiences while studying at the
University of Mannheim in West
Germany as a Rotary scholar.
has been quite impressed with
faculty and students on the Mannheim campus. In the areas of
Business Administration and
Economics, the university is
recognized as one of the best in
Germany as well as on the European continent.
Only the University of Cologne
has a reputation equal to the
University of Mannheim in these
areas. The two universites are
recognized as benchmark schools,
far excelling all other German
universities in business studies.
The level of instruction at Mannheim definitely is comparable
with top business schools in the
U.S., he writes.
With the help of advisors at the
university, with whom he has come
in contact through the local German Rotary clubs and Prof. Dr.
Alfred Kieser, his Rotary host,
Terry has been able to adjust to the
very-different-from -that-in America German university
system.
He finds the system of study
relaxing because of its freedom,
although it requires considerable
self-discipline.
The other students set a good
example in this area," he writes,
"and I find I am more motivated to
work here than I am at home. The
price for such an environment,
however is the total absence of a
campus social scene."

person who is "supervising"
Terry's studies. A couple of professors, however, are Rotarians
and have knowledge of his situation
and program of study.
One is Dr. Heinz Konig, director
of the IWB program, and the other
is his host Rotarian, Prof. Keiser,
who has been mentioned earlier.
• • •
Mannheim is ideally located in
West Germany for traveling to
other areas of the country as well
as Europe itself, and Terry has
made a number of side trips — two
being to Munich and to Berlin.
Heidelberg is only a few miles
away and is easily reached in 20
minutes by car or train, or 45
minutes by the tram, and he visits
this city often.
Mannheim also has interesting
points to visit such as the university itself, which is housed in a 17th
Century Palace, the 16th Century
water tower in the center of the city
and the new television tower and
Luisenpark, both of which are close
to where Terry lives.
The city also has many cultural
opportunities with concerts of all
kinds in its Rosengarten complex,
and one of Germany's premier live
- theatres, The National Theatre.
Good concerts also are presented
regularly at Heidelberg and
Schwetzingen.

•

,•
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Terry's trip to Berlin was to,attend an information seminar about
Germany and was sponsored by an
organization with a name as long
as your arm. The program, he
writes, was both interesting and inexpensive, offering a good balance
of lectures, guided tours and free
time. He was in the city for five
days.
On shorter trips, he has been to
the International Book Fair at
Frankfurt, and is looking forward
to organized trips to Strausbourg,
France and the Black Forest, all
provided by the office for foreign
students at the university.
• • •
Tuesday, in the final column of
this series,I'll share with you some
of Terry's experiences in personal
contacts and in his relationship
with his host Rotary club in West
Germany.
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letter to the editor

Students should be given a second chance
To The Editor:
Have you ever sat down and
thought of all the pressures that
are put on our children to experiment with alcohol? Teenagers today are bombarded with radio and
television commercials by
breweries on how great their beers
are. Hollywood can't make a movie
or TV show without the booze flowing and being used by all the right
people. Our children see this every
time they turn on the TV or go to
the movies. The use and possession
of beer and alcohol for adults are
socially acceptable and not against
the law. Our teenagers are simply
trying to become adults.
With this kind of pressure, how
do we know our kids won't try it? I
hope they won't, but if they do and
if it is on school property,
paragraph II of the Calloway County School District Drug and Alcohol
Policy reads, "Offender will be
treated the same regardless of the
'drug and/or alcohol involved and
even if it Is the first offense or if the
student has been in no prior troubie." ParagraPh V of the same
policy which is titled Recommendation reads, 'Expulsion for the
remainder of that semester and the

well as an all-day tour of the
Raschig chemical plant in
Ludwigshafen.
He also has spend a few traveling
in Bavaria amid the Bavarian Alps
and Neuschwanstein and Oberammergau. The trip was full of
unusual experiences, such as renting a room with a family in
Munich and spending the night
with 10 members of a German
mountain climber's club in an
Alpine hut.

• • •
Although he studies long and
hard, Terry is taking advantage of
the opportunity to see and do things
in West Germany.
While learning the language in
Rothenburg, he took in a play in the
city's Schwabisch Hall. He also has
taken excursions to IdarOberstein, Trier and to Worms as
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Internationale Welwirtschaftsbeziehungen?
Why, that's international economic relations

following semester with the option
of the student making application
for readmission the following
semester."
There are many citizens, like
myself, who do not want drugs and
alcohol in the school system. We
want a strong, enforceable policy
that will meet the concern of the
courts; that is reasonable and not
arbitary — one that protects the
rights of the students through due
process and where a student will be
judged and punished on his or her
own merits.
We feel that every one of us can
make a mistake and that a second
chance should be provided. The
United States Supreme Court held
that: "education is perhaps the
most important function of state
and local gov.ernments."
Therefore, total exclusion from the
educational process for more than
a few days is a serious event in the
life of the suspended child.
If a few days Is serious, look at
the consequences of a semester or
of an entire school year, as this
policy recommends.
With all this controversy about
the drug and alcohol policy, many
people have become upset and

angry with their neighbors and
friends. Before we do anything or
say anything, it might be advisable
to reflect upon Paul's advice to the
Colossions as set forth in the 3rd
chapter, verses 12 through 14: (12)
"you are the people of God; he loved you and chose you for his own.
So then, you must put on compassion, kindness, humility,
gentleness, and patience, (13) be
helpful to one another, and forgive
one another, whenever any of you
has a complaint against someone
else. You must forgive each other
in the same way that the Lord has
forgiven you. (14) And to all these
add love which binds ail things
together in perfect unity. The
peace that Christ gives is to be the
judge in your heart; for to this
peace God has called you together
in the one'body. Be Thankful."
May we all work together for the
good Of our school children and our
school system. And, when a child
makes a mistake, may we, too, be
compassionate, kind, humble, gentle, and patient.
•
Sincerely,
•
Joe B.Lawrence
Route I, Box 45A

Murray. Ky.

looking back
Ten years ago
Seventy-three volunteer workers
were on hand at the Holiday Inn
this morning for breakfast as the
1974 Murray and Calloway County
Red Cross Fund Campaign was
launched with a goal of $10,000, according to Holmes Ellis, campaign
chairman and president.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court opened bids this morning on
a new bulldozer and two new trucks
for the County Road Department.
Elected as officers of Gamma
Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma
were Dr. Halene Visher, Vanda
Gibson, Evelyn Bradley, Lula B.
Hodges and Eula Mae Doherty.
Murray High School Tigers beat
the Benton Indians 84 to 59 in the
opening game of the Fourth
District Basketball Tournament.
High team scorers were Ray Lane
for Murray and Steve Puteet for
Benton.
The Western Kentucky Gospel
Singing Fellowship will be March
16 at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University, according to
Cecil Corkren, Rt. 2, Hazel,
director.
Twenty years ago
Kathy Stubblefield, Kent McCuiston and Danny Williams were
winners of the New Concord 4-H
Club Speech Contest and will represent the club at the County Speech
Rally.
Rubinoff, famous violinist, will
appear in concert on March 3 at
Murray State University. He also
will perform for students from
Murray High, College High and
Calloway Schools that morning in
college auditorium. This event is
being sponsored by the Murray
Kiwanis Club.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Hermon E. Roach
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Don
Overbey.
Franklin Jones, principal of Faxon Elementary School, has released the six weeks' honor roll.
Mrs. Henry Holton directed the
workshop on charcoal drawing at a
meeting of the Creative Arts
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
Thirty years ago
Bobby G. Hutchens, personnel
mart second class, USN, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Hutchens of Murray, is 'serving with Pacific Fleet
Destroyer Force now at San Francisco, Calif.
All school buses in Calloway
County are being followed by
Sheriff Brigham Futrell and Deputy Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield.
Futrell said the law states all
vehicles are required to stop when
school buses are loading or
unloading children:
Murray Fire Chief Flavil Robertson said the department will stand
by to prevent fires krom spreading
for persons. who desire to burn 'vacant Iota off. •
The Horne Economics Department at Murray State College will
present a style show tomorrow at —
7:30 p.m. in the MSC auditorium:
Local Mr*" are providing clothes
for the show, according to Helanseell
Parrott, supervisor.
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Health tips listed for persons going overseas
Washington -based
— More than a half travel health insurance
million U.S. travelers firm. "When it comes to
required hospitalization traveling overseas,
or services of a doctor Americans tend to
while visiting foreign disregard the risks and
countries last year, ac- don't plan for the potencording to a company tial costs.
that gathers informa"When you pay for
tion about Americans medical treatment, it's
who get sick abroad.
not like paying a hotel
"Illness or accidents bill," he points out.
while travelizig can be "Personal checks or
expensive," says Tom credit cards — even
St. Denis, president of those 'accepted
the company. Health worldwide' — may be
Care Abroad, a rejected by foreign
WASHINGTON

AP

Bar B Q 'n Hamburget s

SPECIAL

Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich &
French Fries
Special Good March 2-8

Convenient Drive Through Window

'Us Bar-B-Q
Chestnut St.

753-0045

Have You Got
30 Minutes
For Lunch?
Then come see your friends at
Murray's newest and most popular
restaurant. A variety of specials'
prepared from original recipes
served in a pleasant surrounding
makes Granny's the perfect place
to come see old acquaintances or
meet new ones...
Call 753-3149 And Ask
•
"Whats

r•-•

Lunch Served 11-2

army.
,
753-3149

hospitals. Many doctors
require payment in
cash,and hospitals commonly ask for deposits.
And if you can't pay the
final bill, hospitals may
withhold your passport
until the expenses are
met.'
Contrary to what
many Americans
believe, St. Denis adds,
the highest risks of
foreign travel are simple illnesses, not
dramatic accidents.
"The debilitating effects of travel are a major factor in overseas illness.," he says.
"Changes in food, a
stepped-up schedule and
the excitement of travel
are all great strains on
your body. That's the
catalyst if not the cause
of most overseas
illness."
To encourage better
travel health planning.
the U.S. Department of
State advises
Americans to check
their insurance
coverage before leaving
this country.
According to James
E. Ritchie, consular officer in the Citizens
Emergency Center at
the State Department,
"It's not unusual for
Americans to go abroad
and run into these types
of situations. A lot of
them try to be wise
about traveling, but
they don't think about
getting sick."
Medicare and most of
its supplementary programs don't cover

Balentine-Holt vows said at church

foreign hospitalization,
Miss Lana Jo SalenSt. Denis notes. Blue
Cross covers its tine and Michael Ray
policyholders to some Holt were married Tuesextent but only if they day, Feb. 7, at the Bethel
Pentecostal
get an itemized bill Chapel
printed in English, Church.
The bride is the
something that requires
a special request in daughter of the Rev.
and Mrs. Elijah Salenmany countries.
Other insurance tine of Almo.
She is the grandpolicies vary widely in
their coverage and ser- daughter of Mrs. Mary
vices to Americans get- Coursey and the late
ting sick or injured Leon Coursey and of the
late Rev. and Mrs.
abroad.
So how do you avoid Audie Salentine.
The groom is the son
high risk, high costs and
serious dangers while of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Holt._ Jr., of Seguin,
traveling abroad? .
"Simple planning," Texas.
He is the grandson of
says St. Denis, who offers these tips to would- Mr. and Mrs. Ray Holt.
Sr., of Rt. 1, Dexter. and
be travelers:
* Visit your doctor of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
before going abroad; Schubert of Seguin,
make sure you are Texas.
Performing the
healthy enough for the
trip and that you have ceremony was the
all necessary bride's father. Music
was by Mrs. Patricia
vaccinations.
* Check Salentine.
authoritative medical
Miss Jenger Coursey,
information sources cousin of the bride, was
about any public health the maid of honor.
problems prevalent in
Ricky Miller served
the areas you will visit. as best man for Mr.
One such source is "The Holt.
Worldwide Health
The guest register
Forecast." a toll-free was kept by Miss Angie
hotline, at 1-800-368-3531. Salentine, sister of the
Others include the bride.
Centers for Disease
Following tht
Control in Atlanta, Ga., ceremony a reception
and New York was held at the church.
Hospital's International
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Health Care Service in Holt now are residing at
New York City.
* Information_ on
health care regulations
and customs in foreign
nations is available
Thursday, March I
through those countries'
Wran,glers Riding
based tourist
bureaus. In some coun- Club will meet at 7 p.m.
tries, hospitals only in Community Room,
treat travelers on refer- North Branch, Peoples
ral from a local doctor. Bank.
In others, diplomatic
Special program open
agreements set a ceiling
on the cost of health to the public will be at 7
p.m. at Murray Chapel
care to foreign visitors.
Ends Tonite•- 15 9 15
* While traveling. of Church of Jesus
Uncommon Valor(R)
you can reduce the ef- Christ of Latter-day
fects of jet lag by eating Saints, 620 South 16th St.
Burt Reynolds - Jul* Andrews
---lightly during the
"THE MAN WHO
,Deposit for
journey, avoiding
LOVED WOMEN" A
Wilderness Excursion
central center 753-3314 alcoholic and sweetened by
Project Apollo,
beverages, wearing
loose-fitting clothing. March 9-17, is due by tooccasionally, walking day.' For information
around the aircraft call 762-3824. ,
cabin and sleeping at
Bradley Joe Austin,
The Music I*
least three hours after senior, will
present a
On His Side.
Continued on page6
percussion ocital at 8
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Grand Opening
Saturday March 3
at Indigo Blues
Aurora, Ky.
(Across From Pier 68)

Free Door Prize Drawing
Tues.-Sat. 10-6
Sun. 2-6

10% Off With
MSU I.D.
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Dixieland Center
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Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ray Holt
Knob Noster, Mo., ving as a military
where the groom is ‘ser- policeman with the Air

Force at Whiteman Air
Force Base.

Coming commuoity events
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Mirrray Ledger & Times

We Have Many Brand Names
•Zena
•Lee
•Chic
•Jordache
•Levi

Thursday, March 1
p.m. in Revital Hall Annx, Price Foyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University. There
Is no admission charge.
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will have closed
meeting at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For information
call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764, 753-5094 or
753-7663.

Thursday, March I
Evangelist Conference
of Blood River Baptist
Association will be at 7
p.m. at First Baptist
Church, Benton.
•
Christian
- Community
Theatre of Murray will
present "City of
Refuge" at 8 p.m. in
Curris Center
auditorium, Murray
State University. Admission is free.

East Calloway
Murray Women of the Elementary School PTC
Moose will meet at 8 will meet at 6:45 p.m. at
p.m. with officers to school.
meet at 7 p.m.
Murray Elementary
Murray Civitan Club School (Carter and
is scheduled to meet at 7 Robertson Centers)
p.m. at Homeplace PTO will sponsor a
Family Restaurant.
thank you get together
for volunteers and
Xi Alpha Delta teachers at 7 p.m. at
Chapter of Beta Sigma Calloway Public
Phi is scheduled to meet Library.
at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
The Single Connection
will meet for discussion
Preceptor Omicron at 7 p.m. in third floor
Chapter of Beta Sigma classroom, Educational
Phi is scheduled to meet Building, First United
at 7:30 p.m. at Com- Methodist Church. For
merce Centre.
infOrmation call
436-2174, 762-6856 or
•
MSU Chess Club will 759-4045.
meet at 7 p.m. at Curris
Events
- at Murray
Center, Murray 'state
University. This is open High School will include
exhibit of student art at
to the public.
7 p.m. and concert by
Murray High and MidChristian Women's
Fellowship of First dle School Bands at 7:30
p.m.
Christian Church will
have a general meeting
Friday, March 2
at 7 p.m. in church
Mothers Morning Out
parlor.
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Sunday School Christian Church,

;FIE

Friday, March 2
Hazel and
Centers will
from 10 a.m.
for activities
citizens.

Douglas
be open
to 2 p.m.
by senior

Christian Community
Theatre of Murray will
present second showing
of -City of Refuge" at 8
p.m. in Curris Center
Auditorium, Murray
State University. There
is no admission charge.
Free blood pressure
checks will be given
from 9 a.m. to noon on
the first floor of
Calloway County Courthouse. This is sponsored by Red Cross.

OPENING *GRAND OPENING *GRAND OPENING
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Kick-off breakfast for
March fund drive of
Calloway County
Chapter of American
Red Cross for captains
and workers will be at
7:30 a.m. at Community
Room, North Branch,
Peoples Bank.
Alcoholics
Anonymous and Al.
Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
at J.U. Kevil Center,
South 10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Attitude Awareness
Program will be from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. in
Mississippi Room, Curris Center, Murray
State University. For information cal 762-3797.
Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will include games at 8 p.m.
Continued on page 6

Dr, David L. Grimes, M.D, P.S.C.
Diplomat of American Board
of Obstetrics and Gynecologists
announces the opening of his
medical practice March 5th.
Practice limited to obstetrics and
gynecology.
Office hours by appointment
Monday thru Friday. Appointments accepted beginning Feb.
27.
Call 444-6274

20% OFF
With This Coupon
Friday /A Saturday
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• Medco Building
Next to Lourdes Hospital)
1532 Lone Oak Road
Suite 1
Paducah, Ky. 42001
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Waldrop-Boggess vows solemnized
The wedding of Miss
Sandy Waldrop and
Jerry Boggess was
solemnized on Saturday, Jan. 14, at the
Kirksey Baptist Church.
The bride is the
daughter of Bob
Waldrop of Mayfield.
The groom is the son of
Ms. Faye Boggess gf
Murray.
The Rev. Glenn
Copeland officiated at
the double ring
ceremony said at 7 p.m.
A program of music
was presented by Lisa
Oswalt, Kerry Vasseur
and Suzanne Coomes.
. The ceremony was
read at the altar
centered with a
16-branch candelabrum
flanked by spiral
candelabra on each
side. Also at the altar
was the unity candle
lighted later by the couple. Magnolia leaves
were in the windows.
The family pews were
marked with white
bows.
The bride
The bride was
escorted to the altar by
her father who gave herin marriage. ,
She wore a formal
gown overlaid in layers
of lace. Seed pearls
adorned the bodice and
• sleeves. Her long veil, of
Illusion adorned with
seed pearls and lace
was attached to a
special bandeau in her
hair.
The bride carried a
bouquet of silk white
roses with accents of
deep lavender flowers
and lace.
Mrs. Lynn Morris
served as matron of
honor. She wore a formal dress of lavender
with *lace sleeves and
neckline. Her bouquet
was of silk white daisies
with lavender roses.
The bridesmaid was
Mrs. Kelly Young. She
wore a mauve colored
formal dress with lace
' neckline and sleeves.
Silk white daisies with
mauve roses Made up
her bouquet.
The groom
The groom was at-
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY!

20% Off All Spring
And Summer Merchandise
(Cosmetics Not Included In Sale)

"Time Is
Running
Out"

MOVING

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Boggess
Mrs. Monty Turner.
sister-in-law of the
bride, and Mrs: Tina
Preston attended the
guest register.
Reception
A reception followed
in the Fellowship Hall of
the church.
The table was covered
with a lace cloth over a
gathered skirt cloth.
The three-tiered wedding cake was garlanded with deep lavender
flowers. The cake was
on columns with a fountain underneath. The
two top layers were
separated by columns
with bride and groom
figurines in between
them;
The cake served as

tired in a grey pinstripped tuxedo. His boutonniere was a deep red
rose.
Todd Rutherford was
the best man. Kenny
Burkes served as a
groomsman.
Ushers were Ricky
Turner. brother of the
bride, and Ricky Boggess, cousin of the
groom.
The candlelighters
were Scott Waldrop.
brother of the bride, and
Ray Boggess, cousin of
the groom.
The men attendants
and father of the bride
Trso wore grey pinstripped tuxedoes with
boutonnieres of white
carnations.

SALE!

the centerpiece with
silver candles on each
side. At one end was a
silver candelabrum.
Silver and crystal appointments were used to
serve the cake, coffee,
punch, nuts and mints.
Serving as hosteses
were Judy Eldredge.
Monty Turner, Judy
Hollander, Janet Smith
and Brenda Case.
After the reception
the couple left for a wedding trip to Memphis.
Tenn.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Boggess will soon be
residing in- Rota. Spain,
where the groom is serving with United States
Navy.

Savings Up To 75%
On All Fall &
Winter Merchandise
•'5 & '10 Rack
•'12 Rack Of Pants
Values to '30

•All Ultima
Cosmetics /
1 3 off
•All Store Fixtures For Sale
•Antiques For Sale
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Chaney cousins given scholarships
Student" and "Miss
FHA of Calloway County High."
William Chaney is the
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Hugh Chaney,
also of Rt. 6, Murray. He
ranks in the top 10 percent of the senior class
and plans to major in
engineering physics.
Chaney is president of
the local chapter and
first district Beta Club.
He is treasuret of the
Student council.
member of the speech
team. Calloway High
Chapter of Future
Lisa Ann Chaney
William H. Chaney
Business Leaders of
Two Calloway County academic excellence.
Her other activities America and Pep Club.
High School seniors, The scholarships pro- include serving as presiHe received the Kencousins Lisa Ann vide $1,000 a year for dent of the Calloway tucky Governor's Youth
Chaney and William H. four years.
High Chapter of the Merit Award, is listed in
Chaney, have been
Miss Chaney is the Future Homemakers of Who's Who Among
awarded John W. Carr daughter of Mr. and America, annual staff American High School
Scholarships to attend Mrs. Eugene Skinner business manager, Students, has received
Murray State Chaney of Rt. 6, Mur- speech team member degrees of honor, merit
ray. She ranks fourth in for three years, named and excellence in the
University.
the Calloway County "Most Outstanding National Forensic
The John W. Carr class of 200 seniors. She Junior Beta Girl," League and was named
Scholarship, named for plans to major in "Most Outstanding to th Golden 100 honors
the first president of nursing.
Health Student," "Most program at Murray
Murray State, is awardSenior class presi- Outstanding Typing I State.
ed to outstanding high dent, Miss Chaney is a
school seniors on ;the seven-year member of
basis of leadership and the Beta Club.
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If You Want A New Look
for SPRING...
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Mrs. Jones directs program
I for Independence meeting

0.1

1

Mrs. Myrtle Jones read. They were
directed the Valentine "Valentine Reminder"
Program at the meeting by Miss Lena Haley and
of the Independence "My Treasured ValenUnited Methodist tine" by Mrs. Mary
k Church Women on Sun- Phillips.
Jared Lassiter had
day, Feb. 12, at 7 p.m. at
participated in making
the church.
The program leader a Valentine tree and he
iread scriptures from gave Valentines to each
John 15:12, I John 3:11 person present.
The closing • prayer
lind I Corinthians 13:8.
The opening prayer was was by Mrs. Deseree
' by Mrs. Kendrick Duncan. Mrs. Inez
Hopkins.conducted the
kwis.
:. "Todd's Valentine business session.
bay Story" was told by
:/Ars. Patricia Lassiter
Also present were
.;who also_road a Va1len- Mrs. Barbara lialey.
1-. tine poem.
Mrs. Moline Burkeen,
4 , Mrs. Jones discussed Mrs.
'M.aurita Burkeen,
: the "Origin of Valen- Mrs., MaryThpal
tin's Day and Valen- Hopkins, Mrs. Jean
. kine's Day Around the. Burkeen, Mrs. Livie
;:World,"
Fennell and Ms. Linda
Two palms were Fouled.

Come Into Bright's! We have the most
exciting new dress designs for Spring
with an endless list of possiblities
to fit your active lifestyle. For ExampleFeatured here is a feminine Black & White
long sleeved dress with an elegant snakeskin print. To accentuate the waist, there
is a sleek black sculptured belt.
You're going to look Smashing!!!

OPEN FRIDAYS
UNTIL 8:30

1
i
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I
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AT CHANUTE — Airman Anthony L. Zanlbella, son
of Mrs. Li. Zambella, 402 North 17th St . Murray,
has been assigned to Chanute Air Force Base, III , to
receive specialized instruction in the tire protection
field. He completed bask training at Lackland Air
_ f_qce Base, Texas,-where he studied Air Force mission, organization and customs and received special
training in human relations. He also earned credits
toward an associate degree in applied science
through the Community College of the Air Force His
wife,.Cindy, fs the Taughter of Mr. and Mrs Charles
Tucker, Rt. 1, Kirksey. Zambella is a 1981 graduate
of Murray High School.

.

You'll Get
A Kick!
The look of lace for Spring '84
Fine lace combined with softest
matching kidskin
_ for a fashion _rite shoes
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Rev. Carter resigns as
pastor at Scotts Grove
The Rev. Wayne
Carter has resigned as
pastor of the Scotts
Grove Baptist Church,
Murray, to accept the
pastorate of the First
Baptist Church,
Smithland.
Rev. Carter will
assume his new duties
at Smithland on March
18.
Carter began his
pastorate at Scotts
Grove on July 4. 1982,
During this time the
Sunday School enrollment and attendance
have increased with a
record high Sunday
School attendance of
160.
Contributions to the
Cooperative Program of

The Rev
Wayne Carter

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
_
voR FRIDAY. MARCH
What kind of day Mill tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
giy en for your birth sign.
ARIES
Mar 21 to Apr 19s
Decisions are made in
private It's time for reflection
and quiet planning. Don't be
so quick to reveal your hand.
TAURUS
-/'
I Ap! 20 to May 2u! tittr•-&
Both local and distant iny itations conic NON You'
social life picks up
di amatically A loved one
asks foi you] assistance after
dark.
GEMINI
I May 21 to .June 2n.
Si hedule important cal eel
meetings Nev. opportunities
come, but you'll have to roll up
your sleeves to do the job.
CANCER
iJune21toJuly 221 ediC)
Make plans foi a holiday
that the whole family can enjoy
Talks with agents.
representaby es and lawyers
go well
LEO
!July 23 to Aug 22! 4124k
Review you invests lent

Health
Continued from page 4
reaching your
destination.
* Seek a doctor or.
hospital at the first sign
of illness, no matter how
mild your symptoms
* After
home. check immediately with your
personal physician if
you feel any symptoms
of' illnf.ss

2. 1984
structure. Seek sectwity and
long-term gains A date may
be changed. Accent house life
aftei dark.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept.
Its the light time to have
important talks with your
spouse or a close ally. Include
both business and pleasure on
y ow agenda
LIBRA
'Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 Put aside distractions and
concentrate on the work at
hand. Get advice if buying a
home computei or office
equipment
SCORPIO
i Oct. 23 to Nov. 21'
Become more involved in
children's interests. Someone
from the past engages your attention. Avoid impulsive spending.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )
Before starting on a bold
decorating plan, attend to the
things that need fixing. It's a
plus time for shopping for the
hoisse.
CAPRICORN
'Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
Make important phone calls
on this day when you're sure
to make a good impression.
You may consider joining a
club tonight.
AQUARIUS
s Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Money talks are favored.
Extra income requires careful
management. Improved concentration leads to work accomplistuuents.
PISCES
Feb, 19 to Mar. 201
A higher-up is unpredictable, but career favors should
be granted. Things go pretty
much your way. Go after what
;•ou want.

evit)

va

the Southern Baptist
Convention have tripled
and a building fund has
been established.
Among other
achievements, a radio
ministry has been
started with Sunday
evening worship services broadcast live
each Sunday night.
In addition to the
Scotts Grove Church,
Rev. Carter also has
served as pastor of the
West Fork Baptist
Church at Stella for four
years.
Rev. Carter. his wife,
Beverly, and son, Matthew. will reside at the
church pastorium in
Smithland.

DATEBOOK
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Beane of Rt. 1. Murray,
Lynn Grove community, are the parents of a
daughter, Brittany Joy. weighing eight pounds 11
ounces, measuring 21 inches. born on Thursday,
Feb. 23, at 12:42 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Dana
Miller. The father is self-employed as a farmer.
Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Miller of Lynn Grove. Paternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Beane of Kirksey.
Maternal great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
James Seay of Lynnville and the late Mr. and
Mrs. B.W. Miller of Lynn Grove. Paternal greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Cunningham and Mr. and Mrs. Troy Beane of
Kirksey. A maternal great-great-grandmother is
Mrs. Rachel Robetson of Lynnville.

install a humidifier, or
simply place bowls of
water or hang wet terrycloth towels in your
rooms, advises Dr. Consuelo Alvarez, University of Rochester Medical
Center dermatologist.

As treatment for dry
skin, Dr. Mark
Goldgeier, also a
University of Rochester
dermatologist, recommends long, soapless
baths (soap aggravates
dryness by removing

the surface layer of
skin. After 15 or 20
minutes of soaking, pat
dry and apply
moisturizing cream,
which seals in moisture
from the bath.

Magazine Club hears Mrs. Lowry
By MRS L J
HORTIN

lustrated book, "If I
Found a Wistful Unicorn
- A Gift of Love," by
"Love Is A Many
Ann Ashford. The book
Splendored Thing,"
was illustrated by Bill
theme for the 1984 MurDrath.
ray Magazine Club proThe speaker was ingrams, was emphasized
troduced by Mrs. Harry
by Mrs. C.C. Lowry on
Whayne, coThursday. Feb. 23, in U.
chairman of the prothe Commonwealth
committee, as a
Room of Curris Center gram
dedicated local and
at Murray State
state leader.
University.
Preceding the lunFor the annual guest
cheon Mrs. Edwin Larday luncheon program
inspiraMrs. Lowry's subject son read an
devotion from
tional
was "Be My Valentine."
Happiness A
She reviewed the "Give
Chance" by Phil
history of St. ValenBosmans. Mrs. John C.
tine's Day in prose and
Winter offered the blesspoetry. She emphasized
ing after members
the need for making
found their places at the
every day a Valentine
beautifully decorated
occasion.
tables.
For "my gift of love"
Two large red and
to the, members. Mrs.
ballons, attached
white
Lowry concluded by
to a small decorative
reading the short ilbasket, floated above
each table. Red and
white napkins, tied with
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Horse show Friday
The New Providence Riding Club will sponsor
a winter horse show on Friday, March 2, at 7:30
p.m. at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. Admission will be El per person
for the money show to be held unless extreme
weather conditions occur.
Thirteen classes will be halter, pony pleasure,
junior barrel race for four years and under, open
barrel race, intermediate barrel for 18 and
under, open flags, open westen pleasure, open
poles, speed race, ladies barrel, training barrel,
figure 8 speed and ladies western pleasure.

Aaron Key Ryan born
Capt. and Mrs. Dowell Ryan are the parents of
a son, Aaron Key, weighing seven pounds 12
ounces. measuring 20 inches, born on Thursday,
Feb. 23, at 9:04 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have one daughter. Lindsey, 2.
The father is in special training now at Fort

Dermatologist lists special hints to combat dryness
ROCHESTER, N Y
(API - Cold air has low
humidity: heated in
your home, the air gets
even drier. With little
moisture for your skin
to absorb, it tends to dry
out. To combat dryness,

Benning, Ga., and will be assigned to a base in
Germany in April or May. The mother, the
former Gingy Flora, is temporarily residing in
Murray before going to Germany later. Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. Louis Charles Ryan
and Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Flora, all of Murray.

Brittany Joy Beane born

Prayer coffee Tuesday
The Murray Christian Women's Club will have
a prayer coffee on Tuesday, March 6, from 9:30
to 11 a.m. at the home of Mrs. David Travis, 2225
Edinborough Dr. A nursery by reservation only
will be available at the First Baptist Church by
calling Mrs. Rebecca Cunningham, 753-0350.
Mrs. Gracie Erwin, prayer advisor, will lead a
short devotion. Prayer requests will be shared
and ladies may then pray aloud or silently as
they wish.
"Our monthly prayer coffees are not limited to
ladies who have been to Christian Women's Club,
but are open to all ladies who would like to join us
in praying for our country, our community and
our common concerns," said Lois Green,
chairman.
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Singles plan lunch
The Single Connection, an ecumenical Christian singles group, will have its discussion
meeting tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. in third
floor classroom, Educational Building, First
United Methodist Church. The discussion topic
will be "Emotions: Friend or Foe." This is open
to all singles and for information call 436-2174,
762-6856 or 759-4045.

long white, narrow rib- president, presented
bons, centered in the Mrs. Whayne who
baskets, led to place distributed and explaincards. The colorful ed the 1984 year book
decorations were fur- programs.
nished partly by The
The president also
Memories gift shop.
welcomed the following
Mrs. Winter and Mrs. guests: Mrs. Harold
The Murray-Calloway County Camera Club
Lowry were cohostesses Douglas, Mrs. J.B.
for the program .and Burkeen and Mrs. Doris will meet Monday, March 5, at 7 p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
arrangements.
Nance.
The Murray Magazine
Twenty-two members Members and interested persons are to bring
Club
•as organized present for the annual slides and prints to be critiqued, a spokesman
Apri 7, 1910, by 20 of occasion were said.
ray's literary Mesdames Ewen
At
1(es.,The object of the Allbritten, I.H. Claxton,
club was"to promote in- Hess Crossland, R.F.
terest in current Dixon, Timothy Graves,
Volunteers are needed for the Murray Spouse
literature to stimulate George S. Hart, L.J. Abuse Hotline, according to Pat Robinson,
intellectual growth."
Hortin, J.I. Hosick, R.A. spokesman for the group. A public meeting and
Before convenient Johnston, E.C. Jones, training session will be Monday, *arch 5, at 7
libraries were establish- Jack Kennedy: A.C. La p.m. at the Calloway County Publid-Library. Any
ed, the members cir- Follette, Edwin Larson, interested person is invited to attend.
culated books and John J. Livesay, C.C.
magazines through the Lowry, Henry McKen• • • Continued from page 4
club. After magazines zie, Clinton Rowlett,
Friday,
March
Saturday, March 3
2
were read, they were A.W. Russell, Harry U.
sent to homes and in- VVhayne, John C. and live entertainment dude,Eagle Field itip,at,
stitutions where Winter, Miss Hazel from 8 p.m. to midnight. 9 a.m. and Sassafras
literature was limited.
Tarry and Miss Frances
Root Hunt at 1 p.m. at
Miss Frances Brown, Brown.
New P- rovidence Woodlands Nature!
Riding Club will sponsor Center; Muzzleloading"
an open horse show at Rifle Match at 2 p.m. at
7:30 p.m. at Livestock The Homeplace-1850;
and Exposition Center.
West Kentucky
Amateur Astronomers
Round and square at 7:30 p.m. at Golden
dancing will be from Pond Visitor Center;
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Weaving Demonstration
Grove Roller Rink.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Empire Farm.
Saturd- ay, March 3
Temple Hill Lodge
Alcoholics
No. 276 Free and Ac- Anonymous and Al cepted Masons will Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
meet at 7 p.m. at lodge in western portion of
hall.
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
Sunday, March 4
will meet at 2:30 p.m. at
World Day of Prayer
Calloway Public Program, sponsored by
Library.
Church Women United,
will be at 2 p.m. at ColRound and square dwater United
dancing will be from Methodist Church.
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will inWorkshop for area clude Weaving
music teachers will be Demonstration from 10
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in a.m. to 3 p.m. at Empire
Farrell Recital Hall, Farm.
Murray State
University.
Alcoholics.
Anonymous will have a
MS Encounter Group closed meeting at 4 p.m.
meeting will be at 1:30 in western portion of
p.m. in third floor Livestock and Exposiclassroom, Murray - tion Center. For inforCalloway County mation call 753-0061.
Hospital.
762-3399 or 753-7764.

Camera meeting Monday

Volunteers needed
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Do You Want To Go To Paradise?

Then come to 508 South 11th Street on March 1st for
the Grand Opening of

Martin's Paradise
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3.00
Reg. To 29.99

,

8.00
Sweaters
Reg. To 29.99
Dresses Reg. To.39.99
7.00 9.00 11.00
Long Wool Long Quilt
Coats
Coats

29.00 39.00 29.00
Reg. to 1•1 .00 Reg. To
Reg. 69.99

79.95

Panties 3
E0R .......
.... ,...
no:•ig. to 2.58 ,
Central Shopping Center
Hwy 641 North Murray
753-7991

Free Delivery
Martin's Paradise
508 S. 11th St.
9:00-8:00
753-9373

FRIDAY
SEAFOOD BUFFET
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Blouses•Pants•
Skirts• Robes•
nn
House Slippers• ,,uoys,
Pajamas •Gowns 5.UU

Stadium
Jackets

Register for door prizes to be given away
Saturday, March 3, 1984
Come see us for all your floral needs.
Weddings are a speciality.

Featuring: Frog Legs, Home Style Clam
Chowder, Boiled Gulf Coast Shrimp,
Oysters on the Half-Shell, Breaded
Shrimp, Fried Oysters, Cod Fillets Fried
to a golden brown, Shrimp Fried Rice,
Breaded Ocean Clam Strips, Select
Breaded Oysters, Breaded Fillet of Cod,
Assorted Hot.Vegetables, Salad Bar,
Cheese Bar, and Dessert Table:

25
ONLY $ 10
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West Tennessee
Second day of.
Quarter Horse Club will American Quarter
sponsor a horse show Horse Show will start at:
starting at 8 a.m. at 8 a.m. at Livestock and
Livestock and Exposi- Exposition Center.
tion Center.
The Single Connection
Pancake Breakfast, will meet at 12:15 p.m;
sponsored by Knights of for lunch at Pagliai's.
Columbus, will be from
7:30 to 11:30 a.m. in
Free contemporary
Parish Center, St. Leo's chamber music concert.
Catholic Church.
will begin at 2 p.m. in.
Farrell Recital Hall,
Events in Land Bet- Fine Arts Center, Murween the Lakes will in- ray State University. '
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Use of computers reported to help ensure*people's rights
in
the
in
Idan

OWENSBORO, Ky. for suspicion of criminal
AP I - Computers in activity, help police
the wrong hands can be agencies keep tabs on
a problem for society, stolen property and proan FBI agent says, but tect the public.
Stolen property that
there is no reason to
believe the machines police recover can be
will be missued by returned to the rightful
government agencies.
owners quickly if inforInstead, Thomas J. mation about the items
Kneir, a supervisor with is plugged into the nathe FBI's Louisville of- tional computer, Kneir
fice said computers can , said.
And, he said, the comensure rather than infringe on individual puter helps police more
rights, especially in the readily track down
area of civil rights.
those who commit
An example of com- serious crimes.
It also enables police
puters safeguarding
civil rights, Kneir said to find out quickly
in speech at Kentucky whether people are
Wesleyan College, is the wanted, thus reducing
National Crime Infor- the time they might be
mation Center imprisoned if arrested
computer.
by authorities who
Kneir said a central suspect they had comlocation for information mitted a crime.
He assured his aucan decrease the jail
stay of people arrested dience Tuesday that "it
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Soviets develop cruise missiles
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is totally impossible"
for the FBI to maintain
files on everyone and
that it doesn't have
everyone's fingerprints
on file.
Not only are computers now a police tool,
Kneir said they have
created a new whitecollar crime. Because it
costs the public about
$50 billion each year,
Kneir said computer
fraud has become one of
the agencies priorities,
along with organized
crime and foreign
counterintelligence.
He said computer
fraud comes in three
basic forms: input
alteration, computer
programming and
operating systems
penetration.
Input alteration is the
most common form, he
said. In it, a criminal

has reached the testing situations like we face in
stage and is expected to Lebanon."
Meanwhile, Keyworth
be deployed aboard a
new and bigger class of said some scientists are
submarine -in mid - no longer as skeptical as
decade,” Butts said. He they were about a
did not give the name of ground -based laser
the weapon or details system to defend
against missile attack
about it.
Butts said basing the when President Reagan
missiles aboard sub - proposed it last March
marines near the U.S. in what has come to be
coast could be the known as his "star
Soviets' promised wars" speech.
Those scientists,
answer to deployment of
U.S. Pershing II whom he did not name,
missiles in Western now believe a laser
defense 'is not an
Europe in 1983.
The immediate Soviet unreasonable goal," the
response to that basing, presidential science adhe said, has been the ap- vior told a seminar at
pearance closer to U.S. the Brookings Institushores recently of Delta- tion, a private, nonclass submarines, arm - profit group.
Reagan's call for
ed with SS-N18 ballistic
scientists to study how
missilbs.
On another subject, such a shield could be
Butts said Libya has ob- constructed was greeted
tamed a fleet of small, with public skepticism
remotely controlled from some scientist. A
boats that could be Brookings study two
packed with explosives months ago said proand sent against targets spects that such a
such as U.S. warships. system could work were
He said the short-range, "so remote as to be of no
high-speed craft have practical interest."
Keyworth said scien"potential for use in
tists are, .now basing
their "marked shift in
attitude" on "the rapid
RICHMOND, Ky. He described the pro- technological advances
i AP ) - A Madison Cir- secution's case as a of the last 10 years and
cuit Court jury has "house of cards."
especially the past
recommended that City
Jessamine Com- year.- including an inCommissioner Monty monwealth's Attorney crease in the size and
Joe Lovell be given a Harlan Veal denied speed of superone-year prison term for Gilbert's contention that computers that would
agreeing to accept cash the prosecution was con- provide targeting and
in return for supporting spiring to deny Lovell of guidance data for the
extended hours for his liberty.
laser system.
Richmond's bars.
The jury that heard
two days of testimony in
the case deliberated
or
more than 51,4 hours
Wednesday before finding Lovell guilty and
Richmond Mayor
William Strong innocent
of the bribery charges.
The defendants' first
trial ended in June when
the jury said it could not
This sale is for people who appreciate the
reach a verdict.
best. Right now, the best costs less for
Special Judge Caswell
inside and outside your home.
Lane of Mount Sterling
scheduled Lovell's
Wallhide' Interior Latex Flat Wall Paint
sentencing hearing for
• Goes on easy. fast—less spatter when you roll it
March 8. He denied a
on • Great coverage and hiding—only one coat
jury recommendation
for most jobs • Super washable and durable—
lasts almost twice as long as most other premium
that Lovell, principal of
latex wall paints • Wipe off grease/stains easily
Madison High School, be
and quickly • Wide color selection
placed on probation,
Whde and ready-rndred c040rs drily
saying such a suggesCustom cokors sightly hher
g
tion was out of the jury's
llon
Gallon
$1
99
hands.
WASHINGTON (AP)
- The Soviets are
developing two new
cruise missiles, one
almost combat ready
and the other being
tested for possible submarine basing off U.S.
coasts, the chief of
naval intelligence says.
An American laser
weapon, however,
capable of destroying
incoming missiles with
a powerful beam of
light, could be ready for
testing by the late 1980s,
presidential science advisor George A.
Ke y w or t h said
Wednesday.
The Soviet SS-NX-21
cruise missile, nuclear
tipped and launched
from submarine torpedo
tubes 1,900 miles from
their target, could be
deployed "as early as
this year," Rear Adm.
John L. Butts, the
Navy's intelligence
chief, told the House
Armed Services
Committee.
A second land-attack,
cruise missile, larger
and with greater range,

might create fictitious
people and have checks
made out to them; those
checks would then be
cashed by the criminal.
Fraud in computer
programming is more
rare, largely because it

Man

is easily stopped. In a else.
tactic called the -TroCompanies and agenjan horse," Kneir said, cies hive put a crimp on
a programmer might that form of computer
periodically ask the fraud by programming
computer to have a the machines to "kick
large check made out to out" unusual checks for
himself or someone human inspection, he

said.
Kneir said operating
systems penetration is
"more of a nuisance
than anything else." He
was referring to cases in
which students or home
computer "hackers"

buried in coffin resembling Cadillac Seville

CHICAGO ( AP ) - A
man who was buried in
a coffin built to look like
his beloved Cadillac
Seville. drawing 5.000
people to the funeral
home. was "very carconscious" and had requested the special arrangements before his
his death, a funeral
director said.
The coffin bearing
Willie M. Stokes Jr.,
who was buried Wednesday, had flashing head
and tail lights, a steering wheel, a chrome
grille and the Cadillac
insignia. The coffin also
carried the word
"WIMP," the name
Stokes displayed on his
vanity license plates.
"We took the casket to
a body and fender factory in Indianapolis to
get the authentic
Cadillac grille and trunk
design," said Spencer
Leak, vice president of
the A.R. Leak Funeral
Home. "The idea was to
make it as close to a
Seville as possible."
Up to 5,000 friend g and
^nriosity-seekers filed
by Stokes' unique coffin
Tuesday and Wednes-

day at the South Side
funeral home.
Stokes, 26, was shot to
death Friday by three
men in the parking lot of
the South Side motel
where he lived, police
said.
A police officer who

Aro

z

01
whitiD4

7r

refused to give his name
said the killing may
have been tied to a drug
transaction.
Stokes had made the
request for the special
coffin in the event that
he died, Leak said.
His family was pleas-

ed with the result, Leak
added. "This is what
they wanted."
As Stokes lay in state
Tuesday evening, he
wore a fedora, red velvet suit and a
number of diamond
.

Microwave
Oven

MEET

i
i

• Two cook cycles plus separate defrost • Ten
cook powers • 1 3 cubic foot capacity • MEAL
SENSOR' temp probe • Ten cook powers •
• T mk
Balanced Wave Cooking System

DWAIN TAYLOR

C-HEVR 0 LET

•EASY FINANCING AVAILABLE
•90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

'L

641 S. Murray

il 753-2617

tAcress From Uncle Jeff's)

RUDOLPH GOODYEAR

.

GHEVR 0 LET

753-0595

)
(
4
506 N 12th Murray Ky.

Byron's
Safe -- T
Discount Pharmacy
Whitnell & Glendale Rd.
Behind Big John's

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Olympic Plaza

733 2380

:VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRES(' UPTI N SERVICE-

For Longer and Healthier Life/

Anbesol

CHECK yam
PRESSURE
REGULARLY

$1 69
wank/

Aspirin Tablets
VITA-STAT

$1 19

AUTOMATIC
BLOOD PRESSURE
COMPUTER
As Seen in
Time Mag. - Oct. 10,1977
Readers Digest -Jan.,1978
Newsweek - Nov.14,1977

250 Tablets

to%

One out of every six adults has high blood
pressure You and your doctor can control your
high blood pressure and add years to your life
Blood pressure fluctuates Check it regularly
between physician visits at these convenient
locations

ggi

24 Tablets or

20 Capsules

R(,hittissm
Robitussin
Willi Relit'.
91111MILA

Flight Relief
Colds Formula
Adult strength
relief of all major
cold symptoms...
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Pittsburgii Paints
make painting
worth the effort.

161113BLRGIII
Terry's Paint
• & Decorating
PAIN

T

S

The
Modern
, Gentle
Laxtstive

Murray's Most Complete _
Decorating Center
'
Southside Manor
753-3321
(Closeout on Martin Semour Paints1

T

••• NT,
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So you
sleep.

40z.

Nr-,coupon
5130:i Off
Anything In
The Store
Coupon Good ihru 3-8-84

•

Store Hours
Monday-Friday 9-8
- _ Saturday .9-7

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
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Robitussin

Both men and their
lawyers declined to
comment on the verdict.
Strong and Lovell
were accused of agreeing in 1982 to accept
$10,000 in return for supporting a proposed city
ordinance to extend the
closing hour for Richmond's bars from midnight to 1 a.m.
The ordinance was approved by the city council on its first reading.
but defeated two weeks
later.

,

Rob Dick has been a Salesman
with Dwain Taylor Chevrolet for
6 Months. He and his wife
Carolyn live at R.R. #5 Murray.
They have one child Robyn. See
Rob Dick for any of your new or
used car needs.

2

lir
iovell
i
testified that he
cated the story.
, *tames
*
Gilbert,
, tell's lawyer,said his
Atilt was guilty of
P.ittupidity and
ifOlishrress' but no
irninal wrongdoing.

®
:
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ROB DICK

'4" Per Wk.

BYRON'S

A paintsale
forpeoplewhowant
morethan
justalowerprice.

II*

Leak said Stokes, who
drove a Seville, was
"very car-conscious."

,

Model
MW8550XL
with MICROCOMPUTER
touch control

U.S. 641 S.

rings and clutched a
handful of money. Leak
said the diamonds and
money were removed
before burial.

SAVE SA VI SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAV

Lovell guilty; mayor innocent

The prosecution's
main evidence was a
tape-recorded conversapon between Lovell and
Art Payne, owner of a
iity bar, in which Lovell
laip, the proposed orinternee would be approved in exchange for
money.

use telephones to tap into corporate or government computers.
The hackers generally
don't try to turn their
crime into cash, but
Kneir emphasized that
it is still a crime
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Girl dies
at Lexington

OBITUARIES

Mrs. Jackson's rites Friday
Mrs. Samuels dies Tuesday Mrs. Amy Barnett dies today WESTWOOD, Ky.
Mr. Griffo
(AP) — An 11-year-old
Services for Mrs. Tabers. A.B. Tabers.
Also surviving are one
Mrs. Corinne Thurdies; father Estelle
Mrs. Amy Odell Murray; 19 grand- Boyd County girl who
Young Jackson James Henson, R.G. man Samuels, 67. sister, Mrs. Mable
Barnett, 73, died today children; three great- contracted pnuemonia
be Friday at 2 p.m. Henson and L.E. Lebanon Junction, Grubbs, Buchanan,
while recovering from
local student inwillthe
at 4:40 a.m. at Westview grandchildren.
chapel of Max Young; four step- mother of Dr. Joe Rex- Tenn.; a sister-in-law,
the removal of a brain
Frank Griffo. father
of David Griffo, student
at Murray State University, died suddenly
Tuesday night. He was
about 50 years of age
and a resident of
Louisville.
Survivors are his
wife. Mrs. Janet Griffo;
one daughter, Kate. and
three sons, David,
Kevin and Robbie
Griffo.
Services will be Friday at 10:30 a.m. at St.
Albert the Great
Catholic Church,
Louisville.
Friends may call until
9 p.m. tonight (Thursday) at the Ratterman
Bros.. Inc.. Funeral
Home. Lexington Road,
Louisville.

Churchill Funeral
Home.
The Rev. J.W.
Crowley and the Rev.
Joe Johnson will officiate. In charge of the
singing will be Mrs.
Daytha McCallon with
Dwane Jones as
organist.
Grandsons will serve
as pallbearers. Burial
will follow in the
Kirksey Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mrs. Jackson, 87, Rt.
1. Alm°. died Wednesday at 8:35 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors are two,
daughters, Mrs. Obid
Burkeen and Mrs. Mae
Dixon; five sons. Refus

daughters. Mrs. Lucille
Baggett, Mrs. /Ulrike
Reed. Mrs. Lila
Hardeman and Mrs.
Katherine Culberson;
two stepsons, Hershell
Jackson and Hassell
Jackson.
Twenty-three grandchildren, 31 greatgrandchildren and one
great-great-grandchild
also survive.

roat of Murray, died
Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. at
Audubon Hospital,
Louisville.
The deceased had
retired after teaching
school for 32 years. She
was a member of the
First Baptist Church at
Lebanon Junction.
Born Aug. 27. 1916, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Rev. J.H. Thurman
and Anna Mae Blalock
Thurman.
Mrs., Samuels is surST. LOUIS (API — vived by iter husband,
Peabody Holding Co., William S. (Doc)
Inc. and Armco Inc. Samuels; one daughter,
have announced the sale Mrs. Jimmy (Judy)
of Armco's West Hudson, Boston, Ky.;
Virginia coal properties one son, Dr. Joe Rexto Peabody for $257 roat and wife, Carla,
million.
Murray.

Property sold

Mrs. Lucille Thurman,
Murray; three grandchildren, Stephanie
Hudson, Boston, and
Lisa Rexroat and Joey
Rexroat, Murray.
The funeral will be
Friday at 2:30 p.m. at
the First Baptist
Church, Lebanon Junction. The Rev. Rick
White will officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Lebanon Junction
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the Kappel Funeral
Home, Lebanon Junction, until the funeral
hour.
In 1779, John Adams
was named to negotiate
the American Revolutionary War's peace
terms with Britain.

Nursing Home.
She was a member of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ and
had worked as a cook at
Triangle Restaurant.
Her husband,
Clarence C. Barnett,
4ied Oct. 12, 1972. She
also was preceded in
death by three sons,
Clifford on Feb. 15, 1959,
Charles on April 5, 1980,
and Jake on Dec. 3, 1983.
Born Sept. 27, 1910, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Charles Smith and
Ella Bushart Smith.
Mrs. Barnett is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. James (Stella)
Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter,
and Mrs. Judy McCabe,
Chicago, Ill.; one son,
John Henry Barnett,

Four surviving sisters
are Mrs. Loman
(Marie) Parish, Rt. 6,
Mrs. Ruth Rhoades,
Panama City, Fla., Mrs.
Albert (Katie) Joseph,
Detroit, Mich., and Mrs.
Tip (Esther) Cohoon,
Murray.
Also surviving are
three brothers, Walter
Smith, Lincoln Park,
Mich., and Ross Smith
and Cletus Smith,
Gorham, Kan.

tumor died after being
disconnected from lifesupport equipment, her
father said.
Christine Clifton died
Tuesday night at the
University of Kentucky's A.B. Chandler
Medical Center at Lexington. Mary Colliver, a hospital spokeswoman,
said the cause of death
was listed as cardioarrest.
Larry Clifton said the
The funeral will be life-support equipment
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the was disconnected from
chapel of Blalock - his daughter after docColeman Funeral tors determined she was
brain dead.
Home.
She had been recoverBurial will follow in
ing from an Oct. 25
Hicks Cemetery.
operation in which a
Friends may call at cancerous
tumor was
the funeral home after removed
from her
10 a.m. Friday.
brain.
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ark Fresh Kosher
LP

DILLS

99° FILLING

21 Oz. $ 129

64 oz. $239

TACO RONI

Ocean Spray Cranberry

79'

COCKTAIL. . .64 oz. $249

Bush's Great Northern

BUY 1 GET
1 FREE

Tough Act. Bathroom

CLEANER

BEANS

15 Oz

Bush's Chilli Hot

Owen's Best
Sliced Slab

Erwin Whole Hog
Hot or Mild

BACON

SAUSAGE

15 Oz.

Sealife Pink

SALMON

154 Oz.

3 4 Lb Pkg
Pillsbury 5 Lb.

$315

$ 1 79

BREAD FLOUR

Owen's Best
3 4 Lb Pkg.

B.B.Q. BEEF

Bryau Smokey Hollow Boneless

HAM

APPLES

Lb

89C

Florida Pink
Or Whole

It)
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BOLOGNA

1 Lb

WEINERS

$ 149

DELI ROAST BEEF

Lb

DELI BAKED HAM

Lb

'4" GRAPEFRUIT

11 S Choi( I' Boneless Arm Cut

SWISS STEAK

B.B.Q. RIBS

ORANGES
LETTUCE

Lb

$.07A

AMERICAN CHEESE

5 Lb Hati

Bunch

49`
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STEW MEAT

Rag $ 1 49

Fancy Leaf

Lb
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CHEESE
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West Bay Cherry Pie

CREAMER

•Dinnerware Elegance!•Uncompromising Quality!•Incredible Sayings! Big Deal 18 Oz.
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complete set
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Senate committee approves education evaluation standards

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API
A procedure to
determine how . school
districts are doing their
job and another to give
the state authority to
correct problems in
those that aren't has
passed a Senate
committee.
The Senate Education
Committee on Wednesday approved a bill that
would set standards for
school districts and give
the state Board of
Education and the
superintendent of public
instruction the power to
declare those that don't
meet the standards
"academically
bankrupt."
Under terms of the
bill, the state would set
standards by which the
performance of school
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districts would be
judged.
Superintendent of
Public Instruction Alice
McDonald said
measurements would
Include test scores, annual performance
reports, accreditation
information and dropout
rates, among other
things.

If a district consistently fell short of the
standards, the state
would require it to submit a plan for improve.
rnent. If the district continued to lag, the state
could send experts to
advise local school
officials.
As a last resort, the
bill would allow the firi n g of school
.----4 ntendents and

removal of local school said the idea of
board members.
academic bankruptcy
"The real issue here is gives the state a "birch
to hold districts accoun- rod behind the door"
table,'' said Mrs. with which to persuade
McDonald. "It is telling local schodI officials to
school districts, We are perform properly.
watching."
The committee apMrs. McDonald said
many school districts proved the bill without
are not doing their job dissent. Only Sen.
and the bill would give Robert Martin, D the state some authority Richmond, declined to
to do something about vote. Martin said he had
the ones doing the reservations about state
Intervention in local
poorest job.
school affairs to the
"For every district of degree outlined in the
which we can be proud. bill.
there are two which conThe committee also
cern us," Mrs. approve
d a bill to test
McDonald said.
students for essential
Frankfort attorney skills in grades three,
Edward F. Prichard five, seven and eight.
Jr., who formed a The measure also
special panel to study establishes a remediaeducation in Kentucky. tion -program to help

Commercials make actoc a household word

,
LOUISVILLE. Ky.
(AP) — Some actors
dream of recognition as
a Broadway, film or
television star.
Lexington native Jim
Varney has appeared in
television shows, but it's
as the spokesman for
Convenient Food Marts
that Varney — as
Ernest P. Worrell — has
become a regional
household word.
As Ernest. Varney
spends 30 to 60 seconds
telling his neighbor
Vern how much easier it
is to shop at "Conveeen-ient."
Other spokesmen
have done that for
years, but it's Varney's
"Know What I mean"
line — and most important the way he says it
— that has earned him
fame in the Louisville,
I;exington,, Nashville.
Tenn.. and Peoria. Ill..
market areas.
Varney has played the
character of Ernest for
12 years, promoting fast
fbod restaurants.
gasoline and car dealerihips. But it's been in
last two years that
rney has been on "a
euric rise to fame."
according to a
spokesman for the ad
agency that handles the
Convenient account.
A writer for Fessel.

111
111
111

Siegfriedt and Moeller,
a Louisville advertising
agency, puts together d
script for the television
advertisements, but
Varney has reserved the
right to ad-lib.
And, ad-lib he does,
coming up with what
has been called the most
noticed lines in several
commercials. A
Louisville movie critic
contends that Varney's
joke about blacktop
omelets after dropping
a carton of eggs in a
parking lot has made
that commerical the
best recognized one for
a local company.
Wendy's "Where's the
beef?" commercial is
perhaps the most
famous of all national
advertisements now,
but Fessel, Siegfriedt
and Moeller contend
that Varney is more effective than George
Burns was a few years

ie

Hog

market
Federal State Market
S Sers ice
March 1 11014
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Ntarket
Report Includes 5-Buying Stations
Receipt' Act 626 Est 600 Barrows
lk Gilts 1 25 lower Sows under 500 I 50
lower. over 500 1 (61-200 higher
(51.2210.240 lbs 64300-13 50 few 43 75
US 2 2013-210 lbs
142161-43 On
US 2 210.250 lbs
142 50-4300
US 2.3 250.270 lbs
$41 50-42 50
Sows
IS 1.2 270.350 lbs
$32 00.35 00
US 1.3 300.450 lbs
633 00-36.50
I.'S 1.3450-500 lbs
136_00.35 50
US 1.3500-650 lbs
I*/ 00-47 50
US 2.3 300.500 Ilss
132.00.33 00
Boars 128.504200

111

and coffee.
.Just as Vern wants no
part of Ernest — he
allows a window to drop
on Ernest's hands when
his neighbor sticks his
head in to mooch off the
breakfast table — some
television viewers don't
care for the Convenient
commericals.
But they seem to be in
the minority, according
to Convenient store
employees and the
advertising agency that
plans to introduce
Ernest to the Pittsburg,
Penn., television
marketing area.
They're hoping that
the folksy, down-home
approach will be appreciated by folks in the
big city who aren't accustomed to an overlyfriendly neighbor with a
southern accent poking
his head in their kitchen
window and asking,
"Know what I mean?"

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Prices furnished by
Michigan
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford.
G.A.F.
General Motors
General Tire.
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Home Health
Care America

First

of

+ 1.05
39% + 14
26 .18
1714 +
27% +
4778 +
.. 36% -1,4
• 15% • .6878
-33 l4 +14
.31% -18
26% + 14
6914 + 14
unc

I.B.M.
Jerrico
J.C. Penney
Kmart...
Mary Kay Cosm.
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
A.L. Williams

FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP i — Attorney
General David Armstrong says an investigation into activities by Frances
Jones Mills does not involve her performance
as state treasurer.
Armstrong confirmed
Wednesday that his
staff is investigating
alleged personnel irregularities by Mrs.
Mills and 12 other state
workers.
Neither Armstrong
nor officials of the state
Personnel Board, which
authorized the investigation in Angust,
would comment on the
specifics of the case.
The State Journal in
Frankfort. however,

9 15

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

quoted unnamed
sources in Wednesday's
editions as saying the investigation centers on
the alleged use of state
employees, some of
whom are covered by
the Merit System, and
state cars in Mrs. Mills'
campaign for the
treasurer's post.
State law prohibits
merit workers from taking part "in soliciting
any political assessment, subscription, contribution or service,"
with regard to political
campaigns.
The alleg-ed improprieties occurred
while Mrs. Mills was
serving as secretary of
state, the newspaper

THE ACES®

BOBBY WOLFF

"The optimist proclaims WEST
that we live in the best of all +108
possible worlds: and the pes- •K J 9 4 3
simist fears this is so." — •10 96 2
•Q 7
James B. Cabell.

The optimist goes one
down in today's no-trump
game and never looks back.
He's already visualizing the
big hand he'll hold on the
next deal. The pessimist
succeeds. He worries about
his impending poor run, so
he chooses a simple safety
to guarantee his game.
The optimist grabs the
first heart and bangs down
the two top diamonds, getting the bad news. He sees
no better plan, so he continues with diamonds giving
West a. trick. West now
cashes four heart winners,
and the game goes one
down.
"Bad luck," exclaims the
optimist. "I would have
made the game if hearts
were 4-4 or if diamonds
were 3-2. Let's pick up a
bigger, one on the nut,
deal."
The pessimist makes him110% +
. 13 + 14 self a more comfortable
_507,8 _14 bed. He ducks the first two
hearts and wins the third.
28% -14
He too plays diamonds, but
13% unc in a much more cautious
3624 -It way. Instead of playing his
55% -% ace, he crosses to dummy in
34% + 1/8 spades and leads a low dia5% tine mond from the table. East
46 +1 plays his jack perforce, and
3914 +1 South allows him to win the
3214 + 14 trick. South wins East's exit
and runs off a comfortable
19% + is nine tricks.
1714 unc
"I would have made my
10% unc game even had East held

C.E.F. Yield

$25 million for
remediation.
Local school board
members would have to
hold a high school
diploma or its
equivalent under

another bill approved by
the committee.
Currently, local board
members must have only an eighth -grade
education. The bill
would exclude current

board members. It
would also require
school-board candidates
to file campaign expense reports with the
state Registry of Election Finance.

Treasurer's investigation underway

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

r
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ago in commercials for
a local savings and loan.
The Ernest Character
is so popular in the
Louisville area that
Convenient stores have
had trouble keeping
customers from taking
advertising displays
featuring him. And,
stores that are lucky
enough to have Ernest
T-shirts and caps say
they're hot items.
Store employees are
invariably now greeted
with "Whadda ya say,
Vern?" One store owner
said some people even
want to take pictures.
No one knows yet how
much Varney — or
Ernest — have helped
sales. But Fessel,
Siegfriedt and Moeller
president Rudy Moeller
says the ads' effectiveness can be
measured since Ernest
is pushing individual
items such as ice cream

students who do not pass
the test.
Although the bill does
not contain the appropriations, Gov. Martha Layne Collins' proposed budget contains

NORTH
3-0 I -A
•AK752
•6 5
•8 5
+1084 3

EAST
•Q 9 6 4
•Q 8 2
•J
4K 9652

SOUTH
•J 3
SP A 107
•AKQ743
•A J

said.
"At this point we
know very little of any
specific allegations,"
Personnel Board Chairman Philip Taliaferro
said."We are waiting to
hear from the attorney
general."
Armstrong said he
hopes to have an update
ready for the Personnel
Board's March 9
meeting.
"The Personnel
Board has asked that it
(the investigation) proceed faster," Armstrong said.
Arthur "Dutch" Hatterick, the Personnel
Board's executive director, said the panel
authorized the investigation after receiving a complaint from a
state employee. He
declined to identify the
person.
Mrs. Mills, who issued
a statement through an
assistant in the
treasurer's office, said
she had not heard from
the board or Armstrong

SPRING BREAK

Vulnerable: East-West
Dealer: South. The bidding:
South West• North Est
l•
3 NT

Pass
Pass

1.
Pass

SALE

Pass
Pass

Friday, March 2
thru Tuesday, March 6

Opening lead: Heart four

50% OFF

another heart," announced
South. "In that case, hearts
would have been 4-4 and the
defenders would get only
four tricks."

All Winter Merchandise
& Selected Styles of
Prewashed Jeans.

Bid with The Aces
South holds:

3-0I-B

25% OFF

•Q 9 6 4
•Q8 2
•J
•K 9 6 5 2

North
1,
I NT

Spring Merchandise
1 Rack of Ladies

South
140
^

Oxford
$
Shirts
Ladies
Bendover
$ 1 788
Pants
Men's Basic
Levis
$

1588

ANSWER:

Pass. No game in
sight; one no-trump should
be as good as any other part
score.
--Seed bridge question to The Aces,
PG Box 12343, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

isi

and could not comment.
"I have not berrformally notified about any
charges, if there are
any." she said.
Assistant Treasurer
Roy Smith said Mrs.
Mills underwent
surgery recently -and
has been advised by
doctors to recuperate at
home for the next
month.
Asked if he was one of
the employees being investigated, Smith said,
"I'm involved in it (the
investigation)."
The State Journal
reported in November
that a campaign
schedule indicated
merit and non-merit
employees, who at the
time were working in
the secretary of state's
office, where active in
Mrs. Mills bid for the
treasurer's office.
The newspaper's
sources said the Personnel Board has subpoenaed records and
people involved in the
investigation

1 5"
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KM( STUMP REMOVAL ,
We Owl remove stomps ur
to 24 bekrto the wound
433-4343 or 433 4319
We Now Haul Pit et,...1

That's It Levis
Olympic Plaza
Murra

753-6882

STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Murray Home & Auto
Dhestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Ai/Yalta

r

Phone
753-2571

1
NAROWARE STORES

mAROWARE STORES

11111.111111;i11
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BARGAIN

OF THE MONTH

OF THE MONTH

--E4‘i"

OF lift MONTH

Lined
Jackets

MECHANIC e

Master

PLIII4BER

Skirts

41.

3750
21.50
22.50
Reg. 75.00

Reg. 36.00

Pants

NOS— —...4141
WA*Swats Last

Reg. 38.00

Comfortable lightweight coordinates
for spring. Select tailored jackets and
skirts in many styles.
Linen fabric
in colors of bright blue, pink, white,
lilac, kelly, beige, red and navy. *Color
selection may vary by store.

1388

8-In, UM Handle
Kitchen Faucet
Frolic hol

ish- Without spray
97-410
With Spray.Q7-415 17.88
- Quantities Limited

.214n.Avner W/Offie
Sturdy tubular-steel frame with
tension handle lever MMP21P
Quantities Limited

-2--it-.--3c5ssors Set
8-in. and Shortcut" scissors
stay ship
10M240,12
()entities Limited

4,

-zr-----..y.now for the finest selection.
Central Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 North
Murray 753-7991
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TEST DRIVE Ot-t-tit

19ril

"NC-7Mo

HANDLE 0111IE
TEMPO

THUNDERBIRD

111111,11111E LII.
0111E
THESE!
From now until March 10, 1984, your Ford Dealer invites you in to test drive a new,
front-wheel drive Tempo or stylish Thunderbird. With your test drive, you'll get a Ford
duffle bag at absolutely no cost. Licensed drivers only. One bag per family. So get in to
your Ford Dealer and get your free gift while supplies last.

Get big savings on specially equipped Fords.
While you're there, ask your Ford Dealer about special value option packages on Thunderbirds, Tempos, and more.

Hurry, Test Drive Offer Ends March 10.
croiette_D

FORD

PARKER FORD INC.
vir

Murray, Kentucky •••
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Racer Illustrated
In the first meeting this year
between the Racers and the
Governors, Murray State edged
Austin Peay 90-85 in overtime.
Junior forward Craig Talley
scored 25 points and junior center
Mike Lahm added 10 rebounds in
the win.

Starting time Saturday night in
Clarksville, Tenn., will be 7:30
p.m. Tickets are available at Roy
Stewart Stadium until noon on
Friday and all day Saturday at
Austin Peay.

The Lady Racers close out
their season Saturday night when
they tangle with the Austin Peay
State Ladi; Goys at 5 p.m. Junior
forward Karen Hubert moved into the No. 24 slot among the nation's leading rebounders this
week with a 11.2 average per
game. In addition, Hubert leads
the OVC in scoring, averaging
18.8 points per outing.

Saturday's game is the final
regular season game of the year
for Murray State. Next Friday,
the Racers travel to Morehead
State to face the Eagles in the
first round of the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament. The
winner will meet the victor of the
Tennessee Tech-Youngstown
State matchup. The winner of the
championship on Saturday night
will receive an automatic bid to
the NCAA Tournament.

Listen to the Murray State
men's game on the Racer Sports
Network, WNBS-AM (1340) and
WAAW-FM (103.4).
Watch the Ron Greene Show
Sunday night at 10:30 on WPSDTV. Channel 6 in Paducah.

Probable Starters

Probable Starters

• Murray State (15-11, 7-8)
No. Name
Yr. Ht. Avg. Pos.
21
Craig Talley
Jr. 6-4 11.6 F
35
Vada Martin
Jr. 6-7 10.7 F
50
Mike Lahm
Jr. 6-11 7.9 C
22
Brian Stewart
Sr. 6-2 8.6 G
417
A
44
Craig Jones
Sr. 6-4 8.5 G
WHITE
SHADOW
—
David
Youngbloo
d, a Mayfield native, will be one of four Murray State seniors trying to exHead Coach: Ron Greene I Murray State. 1962)
tend their collegiate basketball careers, March 9, when the Racers visit Morehead to play
the Eagles in the first
round of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament. This Saturday the Racers will wrap up
their regular season
schedule with a road trip to Clarksville, Tenn., to play Austin Peay.

Thorobred Computers

Go Racers!

Olympic Plaza
Featuring:
Franklin Ace Computers
The Apple Compatible syltkinore features.
than Apple.

DEC Rainbow by Digital
The IBM Compatible theic out performs
IBM.

NEC Portable
The Computer that weight 3.5 lbs. but
performs a ton of work.
Franklin Ace,
DEC, IBM & Apple
are Register
Trademarks

111t1S1 I R

Dodge

Murray
Datsun
Chrysler
Dodge

We're pleased to announce that we have been
selected as an Authorized Soles Agent for the popular
line of Xerox desk top copiers, portable copiers and supplies. Our customers are assured of -quality service
directly from Xerox.
Call for a free demonstration and see just how much
a Xerox copier can do for you.

Twin Lakes Office
Products Inc.

S. 12th
753-7114

IDEAL
T.V. & Appliance Rental
Chestnut Hills Shopping Plaza

RENT-TO-OWN

We Have TVs, Stereos, VCR's,
Washers, Dryers, Refrigerators, Living
Room, Bedroom & Dining Room Suites
& Microwave Ovens!
•No Credit Checks
•Frae Delivery
•Lease Purchase Plan

We Rant
Weekly, Monthly,
or By Semester

Check Our Rates Before Your Rent

753-0570

Daily Schedule Service
Package Express

Twin Lakes is Proud To Annouce
Our appointment as an Authorized
Sales Agent for Xerox in Murray, KY.

We'll
overlook
your first
accident

T WIN
24 HOUR
TRUCKS TO SERVE
YOU BETTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
Tina
Batteries
gociissar4es

753-9132

Hwy. 641 North
Central Center

WAI:MART

When you qualify as a preferred risk for State Auto
Companies special Medalist Auto Policy your
rates won't go up with your first accident
Unhke similar policies that require three years of
policy ownership the Medalist allows this
exemption immediately

The Medalist re, ognizes the older safer driver with substantiai rate
reductions and broader coverage. Rate reductions begin as early as age 25 and
are particularly attractive for the 45 to 64 year old.
If you have a safe dnvtng record, see lust how low your car tnsurance
premium can be with the Medalist Auto Policy from State Auto Insurance
Companies

753.111130

McCLARD S SHELL

PURDOM & THURMAN '""
INSURANCE State Auto Insurani:er

D&W AUTO INC.

Friday Nights

We Carry Auto Parts
For Domestic &
Foreign Cars

Seafood Buffet

We Have A
Complete Glass Shop
And A
Complete Automotive
Machine Shop

gr

Saturday Night
Country Style Buffet

Sunday Noon Buffet
Deluxe Buffe

KENLAKE STATE
PARK
DINING ROOM
Hwy. 94
Aurora

0 pE

D

REALTY
Office

753-1222

401 Olive

753-5321

474-2211

Meet
Geri
Andersen
A Member
Of The
Home Team
Call Her For
All Your Real Estate Needs

753-2321

Racers!

Call us about this car insurance break-through for safe dnvers
711-1234

Murray, KY
512 S. 12th
753-4563

72-

Austin Peay (10-16, 4-9)
No. Name
Yr. Ht. Avg. Pos.
4
Lenny Manninig,
Sr. 6-6 18.8 F
31
Greg .Andrews
Sr. 6-5 11.4 F
32
Mandel Stockton
Sr. 6-6 9.3 C
5
Pat Day
So. 6-1 7.6 G
22
James Rorex
Jr. 6:
0 3.8 G
Head Coach: Howard Jackson I Austin Peay. 1965

Home

753-7932

MURRAY
- AUTO PARTS
INC.

605 Maple Street
Phoo /534424
Murray, Kentucky
Dealt Forget Our Complete
Machine & Itedietor Shops

3 .0- .4r .4- .4r
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In this corner ... Murray clashes with Calloway in first round
second half of the
season after injuring a
knee during warmups of
the Paducah Christmas
Tournament, Dec. 28.
Dailey's return adds a
few inches to the MHS
lineup which, without
him, features 6-3
sophomore Stanley
Rutledge as its' tallest
member.
But even without
Dailey and a tall inside
attack, the Tigers have
played well this season.
A tenacious defense like
By JIM RECTOR
a
berserk chainsaw
Sports Editor
which seems to strike
opponents everywhere
at once has become the
Gallimore was on Tiger trademark and it
ding between us and a
crutches until Monday, 'poses headaches to even
continued season.**
Orr and his Lady and according to Orr, the most wary
Lakers are on the verge her. status won't be ballhandlers.
And while Calloway
of a 20-win season, but known until the teams
MHS. under Coach Jim- step on the court Fri- hasn't been noted for its'
my Harrell. would like day. "But," he added, ballhandling this year,
nothing better than to "we played Hickman the Lakers do possess a
make the third time be County and won with strong frontal attack in
the charm and end the her not in there and we Brad Skinner (6-3 ),
Calloway campain a came close to beating Jamie Johnson 16-5) and
Reidland at Reidland senior Todd Albritton
game short.
without her in the lineup (6-3).
The Lakers record
Harrell, before the much of the second half.
season began. was hesi- If she can play, great, if stands at 10-14 after the
tant to predict a winning not ... well, we'll just team lost to Hickman
season for his Lady have to wait and see County at home last
Tigers who were how it feels on Friday.— week. CCHS Coach Jack
The boys game is the Pack was distraught
4
devastated by, graduation. However, the Mur- grudge match of the over his team's perforROUND THREE — For the third time this season Murray High and Calloway County will square off on the hardray girls 10-81 charged year, considering both mance and vowed a few court. Friday (8 p.m. tipoff) in the first round of the Fourth District Tournament at Marshall County High, the
'through their _last four teams have been suc- lineup changes for Fri- Tigers and Lakers will play for the right to advance to the district finals. The series is tied 1-1 this season between
games and secured a cessful on their home day's game if things the boys varsity teams with the last round going to Jack Pack's fist-shaking bunch. Cary Miller, MHS coach, is
successful season courts against each didn't shape up.
entertaining other ideas besides standing in the background during Friday's showdown.
"I'm not sure who
'regardless of Friday's other and both are intent on being successful we'll have on the floor
outcome.
Friday,-" he said, "but
The difference in Fri- at Marshall County. ,The Tigers improved you can bet they'll be
day's encounter between these two teams to 9-11 with their last- five guys who want to
might boil down to com- game win over Fulton beat Murray High."
County giving them a
Pack's record in his
posure under pressure.
Watch for Calloway's three-game streak go- two years at 'CCHS
success against Mur- ing into the tournament. shows a success rate of
Boosting the Murray 4-1 against MHS squads
ray's press defense as
Monday night.
Lk:XINGTON, Ky.
the key to the game. The hopes down the stretch while Cary Miller,
we play hard enough to
AP
two teams have ex- was the return of center coach of the Tigers, is
— When the
''They're playing never let them get
cellent matchups inside Paul Dailey, a 6-6 junior 15-5 in his nine years names of pro basketball
hard, scrapping after ahead of us. We've got
players become verbs.
but the Lady Lakers who sat out much of the against Calloway.
every rebound, hustling to play with intensity
Kentucky coach Joe B.
after every loose ball and then we can take
Hall is on the warpath.
and playing tough care, of ourselves," he
'•z•ganting•11 1/2% Financing•
Hall was in rare form
aisting•11'
1%% Financing•
defense," Hall said. said.
Wednesday,
giving a
Financing
•
noneing
•
1
"I'm going to tell
Financing'
11%%
"And that's what's been
blistering review of his
them to control the
Financing•
beating us."
11 1'2% Financing•11
third-ranked Wildcats'
Saturday's opponent, boards, play aggressive
Financing•
11 12% Financing•11
63-58
loss
at
Tennessee
LSU,
is in second place, defense and push the
financing'
11'1% Financing•11
and bringing a few egos did against Tennessee," though, just a game ball down the floor.
Financing•
11'2% Financing•11
down to earth in the coach added, taking back and anxious to Good things come to you
Financing•
11%% Financing• 11
preparation for part of the blame. "We overtake the Wildcats. when you play with that
Financing•
11'2% Financing• 11
tonight's home game got too easy on (the And tournament time kind of spirit."
Financing•
11'2% Financing•11
against Mississippi and players ). They got too starts next week in
Despite the harsh
Financing•
11'2% Financing• 1
Saturday's finale with overconfident and Nashville, Tenn.
words for his team, he
at.
Financing•
11'2% Financing• 1
Louisiana State.
relaxed and played too
"We've got our backs admitted reluctantly
Financing•
11'2% FineOne victory in their cool. There's no place against the wall," said that there may be a
last two games will give for that on this level."
Fin,
taunting•
it t1
sophomore forward good side to the
Kentucky, 21-4 overall
Hall, also angry about Kenny Walker. "We situation.
11'2% Fin
noticing•
and 1 2 -4 in the a two-point victory at must win these two
"A lot of people look
11%% Fin
naming•
Southeastern Con- Georgia on Saturday games to take the con- at a loss at this time of
11%% Fin
,nancing•
ference. its- 35th league that nearly went into ference championship. the year very
11%% Fin
nancing•
basketball crown. and overtime, wai anything A lot of teams in the con- philosophically and say
11N% Fin
inancing•
Hall wants no slipups.
but easy in the wake of ference are in position it's good for a team, that
11%% Fin
inanting•
"I never thought this Monday night's loss. He to tie us.
It gets them back to
11%% Fin
inancing•
was anything but a good worked the tearh three
"But I'm a little basics and gets their
11%% Fin
inancing•
ballclub," he said. "But hours each on Tuesday greedy. I want to win it heads back- down to
11'2% Fin
inancing•
it's one that has to play and Wednesday, despite all. We've just got to where they can wear
112% Fin
inancing•
hard. They're not.going tonight's game.
suck up and play hard. their hats again," Hall
11'2% Fin
inancing•
out there and Julius ErHe sent his players to These are two key said.
ving anybody. They're the wall — up and down games for us. It would
11'2% Fin
inancing•
"That's basically
going to have to go out the stands in Rupp be a big disappointment what you have to do ...
11'2% Fin
aancing•
there and play hard. Arena — every time he if we didn't win the SEC but I never like that. I'm
11'2% Fin
jouncing•
When they get thinking saw signs of complacen- championship."
disappointed that we got
11 1 2% Fin
inanting•
they're ready for the cy or careless play.
When Kentucky met to a state where we
11'3% Fin
inancing•
pros and start trying to
Ole Miss, 3-13 in the Ole Miss earlier this played a game like we
11'2% Fin
incensing•
play like pros, they're league and 8-18 overall, season, the 'Cats won played in Knoxville ...
'2% Fin
11
.
inancing•
not going to' beat may be in the SEC base- 68-55, but trailed most of We got out-rebounded
11'2% Fin
inancing•
anybody ...
ment, but the Rebels are the first half. Hall wants both games on this road
11'2% Fin
'naming•
"We can't win any fresh off a 72-71 upset of none of that tonight.
trip by much smaller
11'20 Fin
'naming•
games playing like we third -place Auburn
,"It's important that ballclubs."
Fin
financing•
Fin
insetting •
Fin
intoning•
Fin
insisting•
11'2'% Fin
naming•
11 1 2 Do Fin
smutting•
11'2% Pin
insetting•
Judge Laughlin
By The Associated Press
aters who now plays tor the
"We're really nothing
11'2% Fin
incoming•
College football ap- ruled in Los Angeles USFL's Oklahoma more than spectators,"
11'2% Fin
inanting•
parently has nowhere to that the USFL's rule Outlaws. Boris was pro- O'Connor said. "The
11 1 2% Fin
lamming•
turn in the wake of a barring its teams from hibited from signing coaches' association
11 1 2% Fin
Inancing•
federal court decision signing underclassmen with a USFL team last will abide by the deci11'2% Fin
lamming•
that could clear the way constituted a group year because he had col- sion of the courts, but
11'2% Fin
instating•
for professional leagues boycott in violation of lege elgibility remain- each coach has to make
11'2% Fin
initiating•
to sign players who still the antitrust laws.
ing even though he drop- his own decision
"I don't expect col- ped out of school (Boris (whether to bar pro
11'200 Fin
have eligibility
.nancing•
lege football to suffer as would have finished his scouts from the camremaining. 11'2% Fin
wanting•
a
result of this," said fourth year this spring pus). The next level is
But
the
feeling
seem11'2% Fin
lamming •
ed to be that football, Eugene P. O'Connor, at- had he stayed in going to be the appellate
11'2% Fin
nancing •
like college basketball, torney for the American college).
level. We have no case
11'2% Fin
warming•
will survive its latest Football Coaches
at all. But basketball
At
the
same
time,
11'2% Fin
naming•
setback. And Association, which met Waters rejected Boris' has survived (the Na11'2% Fin
nanchig•
unscrupulous agents, with USFL officials last claim that the USFL's tional Basketball
112% Fin
noosing•
rather than the United year to resolve the pro- territorial draft also Association's hardShip
11'2% Fin
nancing •
States Football League, blem following the New was a per se violation of rule permitting thesign11 1 2% Fin
minting•
emerged as the collhe Jersey Generals' early the antitrust laws.
ing of underclassmen)
Fin
nancing •
signing of Georgia
game's major nemesis.
and has been. more suc1 1 2% Fin
junior Herschel Walker.
planting •
Boris filed suit after cessful than ever."
S'•,% Fin
Waters ruled in a suit the USFL waived Its
The decision that
Wiles Haliock, chair-.
naming •
everyone expected brought by Bob Boris, a rule for Walker. At the man of the National Col1'2% Fin
naming•
finally came Wednes- former punter.-for the time, USFL Commis- legiate Athletic Associa1'2% Fin
gnawing•
day when U.S. District University of Arizona sioner Chet Simmons tion's Professional
l' • Fenton.
inancing •
said the threat of a Sports Liaison Commit11
• Fireiri."•
ikao on•$ 1
ge"Naniting •
_
lawsuit
let_to the excep- tee.041 heAt.dult think
Pipes
&
Ilan war
the 'effect of the court
tion for WZker.
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Ding, ding, ding.
Lad'ies and
gentlemen. FridaY
night's bouts will
feature four of the most
eager teams in the
Fourth District in two of
the most intense high
school basketball games
you'll see this year.
It's rivalry time in the
prep ranks this weekend
as the varsity teams
from Murray High will
clash with the Calloway
County squads in the
first round games of the
post -season
tournament.
The season, for all
four teams, has been
reduced to a single
game Friday night at
Marshall County High
School.
The winners advance
to the First Region toura m en t next week,
regardless of the outcome of Saturday's
district championship
games and the Friday
losers pack up and try
again next year.
Fourth District action
begins tonight when
host and top-seeded
Marshall County takes
on Mayfield in 6:30 and 8
p.m. girls and boys
games.
Friday's opener
features the No.2 ranked Calloway girls 19-4)
against the No.3 Lady
Tigers of Mu'rray.
.Calloway took the
edge in both previous
meetings this year —
but not by much — as
the first game went into
overtime and the second
was decided by a single
basket.
"The thing we've got
to do is beat Murray
Higt:r." says CCHS
Coach John Orr. "not
because of the rivalry or

revenge i for losing to
the Lady Tigers last
year in the district first
round but because they
were paired with us in
the tournament and
they are the team stan-

have a question mark in
sophomore guard Sherri
Gallimore who may or
may not be able to play
because of a knee injury
she sustained against
Reidland a week ago.

covering
all fields

Hall goes on warpath against Wildcats,
wants to shake team up against Rebels
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It's Back Again Like Last Year

Your Friends At Parker Ford Are Back Again With
11.5% A.P.R. Financing. The Lowest Interest Rates
You'll Find Anywhere On New Cars And Trucks.
11.5 % Financing Through March 15th. Have You
Driven A Ford Lately? Well Now Is Your Chance.
Parker Ford Has A Tremendous Selection Of New
Cars And Trucks Waiting. 41.5% Financing With
Approved Credit.
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00C President Ueberroth expected to fill head baseball post
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) Baseball's 15-month
search for a new commissioner apparently
will end Saturday when
Peter V. Ueberroth,
head of the Los Angeles
Olympic Organizing
Committee, will be
named to succeed Bowie
Kuhn

According to publish- have been called secreted reports, later con- ly to meet on Saturday
firmed by two sources In Tampa, Fla.. at
close to baseball, Ueber- which time the commitroth was selected by a tee, headed by
search committee to Milwaukee Brewers
replace Kuhn, whose owner Bud Selig, will
15-year term expired "name their man."
today.
The New York Times
said owners agreed last
Another source told summer to accept the
The Associated Press decision of Selig's comthat all 26 club owners mittee, so the election of

Ueberroth was viewed
as a formality. And, the
Philadelphia Inquirer
reported that baseball's
Executive Council approved Ueberroth's
selection last Thursday
at a secret meeting in
New York.
The naming of Ueberroth will end a political
battle within baseball's
ownership that began at,

a secret meeting in The five
NL dissenters
December, 1981 in were New
York,
Florida. where nine Houston, St.
Louis.
owners signed a letter Atlanta and
Cincinnati.
urging Kuhn to resign.
In December, 1982,
Kuhn's ouster was ac- Selig's committ
ee was
complished on Nov. 1. empanelled
to find a
1982 in Chicago when, new
commissioner, and,
opposed by five Na- despite continued
backtional League owners, ing from a solid
corps of
the commissioner failed supporters,
Kuhn
to gain re-election to a withdrew his
name from
third seven-year term. further consider
ation

last August in Boston.
His term, which
originally expired on
Aug. 15, 1983. was subsequently extended twice,
the final time to March

Selig could not be
reached for comment
and did not return
telephone calls Thursday evening. But a
source close to the hunt
said the tide apparently
turned in Ueberroth's
favor when he received
the backing of Kuhn
supporter Peter
Bielski. 51, began his O'Malley, owner of the
coaching career in 1964 Los Angeles Dodgers.
in the NFL as receivers
Reached aboard the
coach at Baltimore Queen Mary at Long
under Don Shula. After Beach, Calif., Uebernine seasons, he moved roth would neither conto Washington as an of- firm nor deny his immifensive aide under nent election. Ueberroth
George Allen. In 1977 he was there to address
rejoined the Baltimore The Associated Press
staff under Coach Mike Executive Council on
McCormack.
the Summer Olympics.

USFL Federals fire Jauch, hire Bielski after 53-14 loss
WASHINGTON (AP ) mance with a winless
- The only surprise exhibition season and a
about the firing of season-opening 53-14
Washington Federals loss to the expansion
head Coach Ray Jauch Jacksonville Bulls.
was the timing.
Following that game,
The Federals finished Federals' chairman of
with the worst record in the board Berl Berthe United States Foot- nhard likened the team
ball League's inaugural to a "group of untrained
season last year and gerbils ... no fight, no
followed that perfor- aggressiveness, no

Cardinals'
last shot
no gamble
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NEW ORLEANS
(AP)- Louisville coach
Denny Crum said he
wasn't
ambling a
whole season on a lastsecond shot.
That's why he had
Milt Wagner take a
short jumper with 21
seconds left and his Cardinals down by one during Wednesday night's
contest with Tulane.
"We elected to shoot
the ball on the first good
shot and not wait til the
end," Crum said. "If
you wait until the end
and miss, you won't get
another chance.
"You're gambling
your whole season on
making that one shot
and we had to win this
ballgame."
Crum's strategy paid
off, as Wagner canned
the jumper and Tulane
missed its last second
attempt to give
Louisville a 61-60 victory and set up a Metro
Conference title match
for the Cardinals on
Saturday.
Louisville scored six
unanswered points in
the final two minutes to
overcome Tulane's fivepoint lead and take the
victory.
Wagner had the last
four of those points,
finishing with 24 points
for the night.
Lancaster Gordon,
Wagner's running mate
at guard, started the
six-point game-ending
surge. Gordon finished
with 14 points.
Forward Manuel Forrest had 13 points for
Louisville, which is now
20-9 overall and 10-3 in
the Metro Conference one game behind Memphis State with a seasonending match with the
Tigers at Louisville
Saturday.
Tulane was led by
John Williams, who had
26 points.
Louisville held
Williams in check with a
two -man defense
through much of the
game.
Tulane fell to 17-9
overall and 7-6 in the
Metro Conference.
Williams had a shot at
the winning basket for
Tulane, a 14-footer with
six seconds left, but it
hit the back of the rim
and bounded away into
Louisville hands.
"It should never have
come down to that,"
said Tulane coach Ned
Fowler, still winless in
seven career tries
against Louisville. As a
team, Tulane is 0-17
against the Cardinals.
Tulane shot 54 percent
of its shots for the game,
and Louisville hit 58
percent.
LOUISVILLE 161)
Thompson 1 -1 0-02. Jones 4-7 0-0
9, Forrest 5-8 3.4 IS. Wagner 10-15
4,4 4 24 Gordon 6-12 2-2 14. Sumpter
0-0 0-0 0 McSuain 0-1 0-00. Hall 0.1
(100 Totali 26-43 9-1061

TULANE 001
• Eels 3-5
.
1 0"..5aon.224 1.2 .3.
11111ame 11.16 4-7 28 Jenkins 4-11
0.0$, Detail 2.3 1.3 5 Ilabries 1.4 0.2
2. Gauthloer 0-1 000 Dominique 2-3
3.4 7 Totals 75.54 10-70 60
Halftime - Louisville 35, Tulane
34 Fouler! out - None Rebounds 1.ouissille 73 'Jones
Tulin, 25
ISA illiams Tr Assists - Louisville
11 iNagner 5. Tulane 17 Delon 5
Total fouls - Louisville 21 Tulane
13 Technical. - None A - S00)

spirit and a lot of moping around."

should have been made
weeks ago," admitted
Federals' general
manager Dick Myers.

On Wednesday, Bernhard announced that
Jauch, in the second of
year of a three-year,
$400,000 contract, would
be replaced by offensive
coordinator Dick
Bielski.
"It is a move that

Jauch's head was on
the chopping block as
early as last year but
the Federals rallied to
win three of their last
four games to help
salvage some part of the

season and save Jauch•s
job.
Jauch had come to the
Federals following an
outstanding career as a
head coach in the Canadian Football League.
Jauch was credited with
building championship
teams at both Edmonton and Winnipeg.

There have been
conversations." he said.
"But nothing has4leen
decided. That's it. I'm
not being cute. That's
where it stands."
Ueberroth probably
would take over on Sept.
1
Ueberroth is 46. He
gained prominence by
building his travel agency. First Travel Corp.,
from one employee in
1963 to the secondlargest such business in
North America before
his Olympic appointment on April 1, 1979.
First Travel now has 200
offices with 1.500
employees.
Born in Chicago,
Ueberroth has lived in
Los Angeles since 1961.
He was graduated from
San Jose State in 1959.
He went through college
on a water polo
scholarship
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College Basketball Results
Ohio Valley Conference
College Basketball
Conference
All Games
Wednesday's Scores
WI
WL
EAST
Morehead St
It 2 21 5
American U 62, Delauare 42
Tennessee Tech
III 3 17 9
Georgetown 71. Pittsburgh 52
Youngstou n St
if 5 17 9
Long Island U 80. Wagner 76
Murray St
7 6 15 11
Maryland 63. N Carolina St 50
Kentucky
5 s
II 15
Neu Hampshire 63. Colgate 49
Middle Tenn
4 14
11 li5
Rider 46. Bucknell 11
istin Peay
4 a
10 16
Seton Hall 67. Boston Coll $
ron
3 II
Syracuse 6.9. Canisius 64
Monday's Game
Towson Mt 61. Lehigh 52
Murray State 45 Southeastern
iiislana 44
SOUTH
Wednesday's Game
Campbell 73 E Carolina 63. OT
Tennessee St 89 Austin Pray 69
Clemson 77, Duke 76
Tennessee Tech 79 Ga Southern
Louisville 61. Tulane 60
-5
N Carolina 69. Georgia Tech 56
Thursday's Game
Ness Orleans MI. Spring Hill 59
Youngstoun Stale at 1 NC.
Nicholls St 73 Southern U 69
31 dmington
'
SE Louisiana 76. NW Louisiana 60
Friday's Game
Tennessee St 98. Austin Peay 69
Eastern Kentucky at Morehead
Tennessee Tech 78. Ga Southern
10.30 p m tv game
75
Saturday's Games
Virginia 60 ',Sake Forest 61
Murray State at Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech at Middle
Tennessee
Illinois-Chicago Circle at Akron
END OF REGI.LAR SEASON
March 9
High School Basketball
OVC Tournament
Wednesday's Games
at Morehead
Tennessee Tech vs Youngstoun.
Girls
7 30 p rn EST,
2nd District
Heath fil Paducah Tilghman 60
Morehead % s Murray State ap20T
pros 9 15 p m i EST i
1.0111-• Oak 50 l'aducah St Mary 34
March 10
5th District
OVC Championship
Trigg Co 67 Lis ingston Central 62
at Morehead
Friday night u inners play al 7 III
Destnct
Christian Co 59, University
pm
Heights 47
Hopkinsville 42 Fort Campbell 34
9th District
Owensboro Apollo 41. Owensboro
Catholic 37
10th District
NEW YORK (AP) - Hughes-Kirk 5-1 Central City 39
Ilth District
Pancho Segura, Neale
Huprock Co 65 'A hitesville Trinity
Fraser, Manuel San- 41,
tana and the doubles
12th District
Grayson Co 57. McLean Co 51
team of John Brom- Ohio
Co 55. Fordsv die 48
wich and Adrian Quist
14th District
Franklin-Simpson 56 Marren East
were named to the In- 53
ternational Tennis Hall
15th District
Allen 63,•Scottsville 72. Edmonson
of Fame.
Co. 40
They will be formally Barren Co 54. Glasgow 47
16th District
inducted into the shrine
Gamaliel 12
at Newport, R.I., on Ju- Clinton Co. 61.
17th District
ly 14 during the Miller Elizabethtown 51. North Hardin 46
21st District
Hall of Fame Tennis Lou l'resentation
65. Lou. Central
Championships.
42
MADRID (AP) - Mestern 22nd District
61 Lou Butler 55
John McEnroe and
24th District
Jimmy Connors won Lou Holy Rosary 69. Lou Evangel
15
first-round matches in
25th District
the Madrid Open Ten- Lou Male 64 Lou Manual 40
28th District
nis Tournament.
Lou Sacred Heart 76 Lou Ballard
McEnroe defeated 64
District
Wojtek Fibak 7-5, 6-1 North Builitt29th
44 Spencer Co 38
and Connors beat Heinz
30th District
Henry Co 49
Gunthardt of Shelby Co 62
33rd District
Switzerland 6-4, 7-5.
St Henry 57. Erlanger Lloyd 47
In other opening - Covington 34th Distnct
Holmes 57. Covington
round matches, Kevin Holy Cross. 42
Notre
Dame
61, Villa Donna 16
Curren downed Steve
35th District
Denton 6-7, 7-6, 7-5; New-port Catholic
75. Newport 52
36th District
Tom Gullikson whipped
Campbell Co 55, Silver Grove 40
Peter Fleming 6-3, 6-4;
39th District
andVitas Gerulaitis Pendleton ('o 63. Deming 34
Russell Co 64. Monticello 60
ousted Miroslav Mecir
43rd District
7-6 (7-4), 6-2.
I.e. Lafayette 49 Les Bryan Sta.
lion 39
44th District
Richmond Madison 30 Richmond
Model 49
45th District
Boyle Co 34 Dan% Ille 22
47th District
DAYTONA BEACH, Russell Co 64 Monticello 60
49th District
Fla.(AP)- Dick Berg- Clay Co 63 Rockcastle Co 31
50th District
gren, editor of Stock
Niiiiiumitiiirg 43 I.ynn Camp 22
Car Racing Magazine,
52nd District
hag been named as the Cumberland 5i. Cawood 43
54th District
11th recipient of the Leslie Co 61.
MC Napier 60 DT
Henry T. McLemore
55th District
Riverside Christian 47
Motorsports Press Jackson 49. Seth
District
Award.
Powell Co 55 Lee Co 25

Milliam & Mary 56 James
Madison 47
MIDWEST
Bowling Green 82, E Michigan 71
E Illinois AI. Valparaiso 79
Florida St 85, Cincinnati 64
Indiana 78 Purdue 59
Kent St 77. W Michigan 60
Miami Ohio at Ball St . pi .
snow
Ohio U 85. N Illinois 65
SW Missouri St 62, Oklahoma Cr
ty 61
Toledo 71. Cent Michigan 69
Xavier Ohio 72, Dayton 61

SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 79, Rice 54
Houston 80. Baylor 65
LaMar 86, Texas-San Antonio 73
Oklahoma St 85 Iowa Si 63
So Methodist 103. Texas 72
FAR WEST
Colorado 89 Kansas 14.3
Colorado St 61, San Diego St 59
Utah St 8.3 Pacific. Calif 76

High School Basketball

Tennis

Auto
Racing

57th District
Johnson Central 61. Paintsville 17
59th District
Pikeville 51 Dorton 39
60th District
Elkhorn City 53 Johns Creek 3:1
64th District
Boyd l'o 45 Lawrence Co ill
Wednesday's Games

Bays
2nd District
Ballard Meniorial 64, Iteidlarut 52
l'arico.ah Tilghman 110. Heath 5.
5th District
1.1% ingston Central 75. Trigg Co 57
9th District
Duenstx.iro Apollo 60. Davies,: Co
10th District
Nluhlenherg Central 70. Graham 54
I ltli District
Brrt- kinrnige Co 80. St Romauld 42
13th District
Logan Co 62. Russellville 43
16th‘
flistrict
Tompkinsville 67. Metcalfe Co fill
17th District
Co 61. %Seat Hardin 43
22nd District
Pleasure Ridge Park 59. Bishop
11aviii 39
24th District
Lou DeSalles 70, L,ou Evangel 53
25th District
Lou Manual 19. Lou. Male 48
29th District
Eastern 58, Lou Waggener 36
29th District
Spencer Co 53. &flint East 50
300 District
Anderson Co 68. Eminence 54
32nd District
Grant Co 66. Owen Co 51
33rd District
Si Henry NY Erlanger Lloyd Si
36th District
t'ailnpbell Co. .1. Silver Grove 45
37th District
Nicholas Co 90 31311 75
39th District
Bracken Co 59, Deming 45
39th District
Mason Co 77. Tollesborn
43rd District
Li--; Lafayette 60, 4.4.X Bryan St..•
tion 54
44th District
Madison Central 42, Berea 40
45th District
I famine 5.3. Boyleseo 501ST
47th District
McCreary Central 61. Mayne t'o 47
49th District
Pulaski Co 50. Somerset 49
49th District
Clay Ci 77. Itockcastie Co. 48
50th District
Knox Central 72. Lynn Camp 52
53rd District
letcher 72 Vi hiteshurg 59
54th District
Dace Combs 57 Hazard 56
55th District
Knott Co Central 75 RR er,1,1,
Christian 4
56th District
Lee Co 66. Pou ell Co 44
57th District
NlagriffIn Co 55 l'aintsville
511th District
Allen Central 74 MclSowell 58
59th District
illArd 55 Mullins 46
62nd District
Lew is Co 73 East Carter 74
64th District
Ashland Blazer 55 Laurence Co 43

Professional Basketball Results
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic 01101114011
W L Pct
fitlalon
43 15
741
Philadelphia
35 25
(1115
New York
15 24
WM
Nev. Jersey ' 30 29
5(8'
‘s esh1ngton
455
27 32

Central(Nyman
Sills aukee
Detroit
Atlanta

35 24
34 34
31 29

524 Maki

503
396
517

.22 33 .196 12
t'hicagii
Portland
36 44
MO
3:0; 12
Or,eland
22 35
'AI 87
554
7
Is 40
Indiana
lid 161, ,:oldrn Slate.
27 32
451.
GII WESTERN CONFERENCE
l'hoenis
'37 13
4511 12 •
Midwest 014,114041
San 111yr,
'21 ..1••
3544
It
:14 :41
Utah
587 Wednesday AGainei
SI,
11011/4.
:12, 29
5,1,1
Neu York 1(7.2 Boston V.
ilt. 'Kansas Co%
25 32
‘4.44 Jerses 102, Los Angeles 82
4310
7',
itti,
Denver
25 13
417
' Detroit 137, Mashington 46
to
San .Antonio
25 Illt
410. 1415
Nliluaukee 112 Cho crgo
Houston
23 38
397 10
I
•10,1111t
. 127. 11111111,1 124 21 1T
i,
Pacc Damien
.
111111110
•11,111a 103 blab 117
41,
VI
Losi Angeles
Witt
243
San Diego 1112 phrwni‘ 145

Lorry Krouse Insurance

159-980

Super-Slim
Calculator
EC-274 by
Radio Shack
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Cut
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20% Off! TRS-80® Model 4
Computer By Rad* Shack

Save$200

'799

AS LOW AS
0if 545 PER
MONTH

Cl-ifI

c0

12" Monitor • Typewriter-Style Keyboard
Easy to use, hard to outgrow! Set up a budget.
manage investments, do word processing, or play
games-just add a cassette recorder and software
Learn to program in BASIC with the beginner's
manual. 16K memory. #26-1067

Reg.7.95
Less than 1/4" thin! 3-key memory,
square root and percent keys. 8-digit
LCD display. With batteries, billfold
case. #65-686

Powerful Under-Dash
Car Cassette

3-Way 6 x 9" Car
Speakers

By Realistic'

RIEgla

43-Range
Multitester

By Realistic

By Micronta'

Save P.-

gM,=,. I in

38%
Off

$40

"th
"O

59

Save

Pair

2488

SCI
!

Reg. 39.95 41/4" Mirrored
Scale

Reg.99.95

Reg.
99.95
24-watt output, Auto-Search
Music System, Dolby•B NR,
Auto-Reverse. #12-1982
6

•TM Dolby

Reg.
999.00

Flush-mount design.
Moisture-resistant polypropylene woofer, 3" midrange,
1 3/4" tweeter. 120-watt
power capacity. #12-1857

Laboratories Licensing Corp

Measures AC and DC volts. DC
amps, ohms and decibels.
Range-doubler for volts and
amps. With test leads. #22-204
Batteries extra

Matched-Component Stereo System Cut 33%
• ST-500/SA-500 Tuner/Amplifier•
With Mike Voice-Over and Echo

By Realistic

Save 24O •

'499

Reg.
Separate
Items
739.75

SCT-500A Logic-Controlled
Stereo Cassette Deck With
Dolby B and C Noise Reduction

• Two MC-1201 Speaker Systems
With 8" Woofer, 21/2" Tweeter
in Genuine Oiled Walnut Veneer
• LAB-290 Belt-Drive Automatic
Turntable With Realistic/Shure
Moving-Magnet Cartridge

'30 watts per channel, minimum
rms into 8 ohms from 20-20,000
Hz. with no more than 0 08443 THD

IL%

M

se. naillinia

AS LOW AS
130 PER
,Pl
-MONTH

c

Belt-Drive Turntable

AITOrAin

2-Way Speaker System

LAB-290 by Realistic

MC-1201 by Realistic

Half Price

29

95

Save $30

Cue/pause lever, antiskate, straight tonearm
with $19 95 movingmagnet cartndge Includes dust cover
*42-2978

6995
Reg.99.95

Reg.

1

59.95
Each Each

Get two for the price of
one! Long-throw 8" woofer,
21 /2" wide-dispersion
tweeter Removable grille
17 /4 x 105/8 x 7'/2"
•
#40-1990
Real Walnut Veneer

16-Number Automatic Telephone Dialer-Save 90
DUOFONE*-100 by Radio Shack
Pe4

20% Off

DimrrTiali
ama
14.•

r2._ ._./_'........a
11'........aaLat.

3995

t

Reg
49.95

Get fast. one-button dialing of often-called or emergency
numbers Stores numbers of up to 15 digits each LED
indicator for memory and dialing functions. Plugs into
standard modular jack Universal Dial Systeffl, works on
rotary or tone dial lines. FCC registered #43-279
Backup battery artra May not operate on some multi-line sySlems

Chick Your Phone Book for the Rada/bask Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION

OF TANDY

sa

CORPORATION

SereiCli

Mark of Citicorp

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORIES

AND DEALERS
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By Abigail Van Buren
ibaug

titer Doesn't Accept

iParents' 2 Cents' Worth
CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Walked on
5 Pronoun
8 Clothing
12 Nevada city
• 13 Metal
• 14 S-shaped
molding
15 Hail!
, 16 Awaits
settlement
•
• 18 Choose
19 Pronoun
20 Winter
vehicle
, 21 Before noon
. 23 Babylonian
.
deity
• 24 Essence
' 26 South Amencan animal
:
28 Foreign
, 29 River island
.30 Unit of
Siamese
currency
32 Microbe
33 Emmet
34 Appellation
of Athena
35 Dutch town
• 36 Succor
• 37 warning
•
device
• 38 Kind of
•
, pickle
• 40 Former Rust
sum ruler
• 41 Note of scale
• 43 Symbol for
tantalum
44 Drunkards
45 College
degree
•7 Wine cup
49 Engine
51 Cooling
device
52 Weather
forecaster
55 Dillseed

56 Harvest
Aaswer to Previous Puzzle
goddess
57 Gaelic
1:10 BUM BUM
DOWN
A De
MOM 1DUOU
1 English
I. DU
iiii1UOUNIDUWEI
streetcar
OMB 01:1121111
2 Disclosed
DU CEID CUM
3 Single
4 Fulfill
1211213 EACC COMM
5 Beet animal
Ein OCIO IDOO sic
6 Rear
BOUM CCEI OUU
7 Goal
UUDEI VOW OD
8 Proceed
WIJOU WOUE113
9 Time gone by
UCCIUDEILD MUL1
10 Kind of rifle
COU MEC HEM
11 Greek letter
EXIC CCM 1:1120
16 Scheme
17 Seasoning
20 Stalk
42 So be it!
34 Word of
22 Parent
44 Halt
sorrow
C0110q
36 Texas shrine 45 Male voice
25 Weary
46 Poker stake
37 Houston
26 Illuminated
baseball
48 Consumed
27 Pertaining to
50 Gold: Sp.
player
the cheek
51 Evergreen
39 Style of
28 Mature
53 Latin
type. abbr.
29 Also
40 Instruments
coniunction
31 Scottish cap 41 Tibetan
54 Earth
33 Be ill
priest
goddess

WWWW WWW MUM
WWII WOE WM=
WUU WIIIMME MEM
WM WM WM 61111
WWMME WEENIE
WIIMME WINIM WNW
WEEM WEE WM
WEll WEN WIIIMEM
WW11111
WW WM WM= WW
WNW WWII= WWI
WMEWIIMMEMWINIM
WM= WM. WM=

THIS 15 THE MOST
I
BEAUTIFUL MUSIC I'VE
EVER PEARP...

DEAR ABBY: I am a 28-year-old woman, happily
married for eight years, with two children and a wonderful husband.
I work part time to help with the expenses. My husband
has always worked full time. Ever since our marriage my
parents have concerned themselves with the way we
spend our money. We aren't "rich," but we manage to live
comfortably and have never missed a payment of any
kind.
We recently bought two snowmobiles for family recreation. Needless to say, Mom and Dad had plenty to say
about how "foolishly" we spent our money.
No matter what we buy, they ask, "How much did it
cost?" Or, "How much are the payments?" When I get a
birthday or anniversary gift from my husband, my mother
never says, "How lovely." She says, "How much did it
cost?"
We have never asked my parents for a dime. They are in
their 70s now, and we'd like to enjoy a good relationship
with them. My husband and I are not irresponsible children, Abby. How can we tell them to "butt out" without
being disrespectful?
RESPONSIBLE AND FED UP
DEAR RESPONSIBLE: You can't. Your parents
still regard you as their "child," but there is
nothing you can do about it. You can't change anyone else; you can change only yourself. So, brush
off their prying questions with a good-humored,
"Don't worry, we haven't missed a payment yet."
And smile until your face breaks.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: You are mistaken when you say that if a
man forces his wife to have sex with him he is guilty of
rape. He should not have to "force" her; the Bible says it
is a wife's duty to submit to her husband.
A wife who isn't willing to submit to her husband
should not have gotten married in the first place. It is
little enough to pay for the protection, security and lifelong partnership the marriage license provides.
Most women should take a good, long look at themselves after about 10 years of marriage, and thank God
their husbands still feel like having sex with them at all!
If they've had one or more children, they're probably 20 to
30 pounds heavier than when they married. Who wants to
make love to a blob?
Let's face it, Abby. Women probably invented marriage
because what they have to sell fades fast, and they know
they had better market it before it spoils.
FED UP IN SMITHTOWN, N.Y.
DEAR FED UP: If you are married, my condolences to your wife. And if you're single, please
stay that way.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Don't be so quick to condemn the husband who came home reeking of another woman's perfume. He was not necessarily guilty of fooling around
with another woman.
I also came home "reeking" of perfume, and I had not
been with another woman. However, I had been in a
department store to buy a Valentine's Day gift for my
wife, when a pretty girl sprayed me (without my permission) with some new fragrance she was trying to promote.
Sign me ...
NOT GUILTY IN PORTLAND

•••
(If you put off writing letters because you don't
know what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to
Write Letters for All Occasions." Send $2 and a
long, stamped (37 cents), self-addressed envelope to
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.1

CLASSIFIED
2

Notice

Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick
JUDY Williams Tax
Service Call for appointment anytime 4362524

Read
the
Classified
Section For
Bargains
Everyday
SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE now taking
appointments. Will
prepare your returns
ANYTIME! Your place
or mine Or pickup and
deliver. No extra
charge! Federal and
Ky short forms $12.50
for both. Call 436-5574

CAMPER
FOR SALE
1973
Golden
Falcon, 20 ft. fully equipped with
air condition. Excellent condition.

Call
753-1265

AND PERE ALL'ME TIME
I TPOU6I4T CLASSICAL
MUSIC WAS BORING...I
OWE MARCIE AN APOLOGY...

ite),
i
1
A

JIM

6. Help Wanted

2 .Notice

STOREWIDE
SALE
Hitching Post
Gift Shop
Aurora, Ky.
Storewide discount up to 50%.
Hrs. Sat. 10-4 Sun.
1-5
474-2266
35 YEARS old white
male who is mature
responsible professional man interested
in meeting 35 to 45 years
old, mature, responsible white female for
companionship. Send
letter and photograph to
P.O. Box 1040E.
Murray. Ky.

Dr. Cad
A. Bowers
Chiropractor
is now accepting
new patients in
Murray.
753-0138, 901
Coldwater Road.
Monday, Wednesday & friday in
Hardin Professional
Building Tuesday
and Thursday.
437-4133
Workman's Compensation
Accepted As Full
Payment

POOL Manager and
Lifeguards Needed.
Applications are being
accepted by the
Murray -Calloway
County Parks Dept. for
pool manager and
lifeguards. Applications
may be obtained at the
Parks Office, 10th and
Payne Sts., Phone 7537640. Closing deadline
March 23, 1984.
RN Director of nurses,
moderate size quality
oriented, ICF seeks
R.N. for days Mon.-Fri.
Facility offers excellent
working conditions:
adequate staff, geriatic
residents, paid CEV,
exiellent salary range,
good benefits. Submit
resume to director of
nurses P.O. Box 102.
Murray, Ky. 42071.
EEO-M/F/H.
WANTED: Dancers,
M/F. Cabaret Artists,
Female Impersonators,
stand-up comics and
magicians. Call 444-0226
.between 2.5p. m. for
audition appointment.
WANTED accompanist
for area church, must
play organ and piano.
Send brief resume to
P.O. Box 162, Benton,
KY 42025. Salary
negotiable

INCOME
BOOSTER

MSEG COMPLETE
Glass Co. has moved to
the Dixieland Center.
Bldg. 16 next to the
Green Door. We do all
types of glass repair
and replacement work
for the car, home and
business. 'Call us at
753-0180 or 753-2798

Get your
photograph
copied. Black &
white or color.
Fast Service.
Reasonable
Rates. Call
753-7563

-BUT I DON'T WANT
YOU STAYING UP
ALL NIGHT TALKING
AND GIGGLING!

I HATE HAVING A CATCH IN
MY BACK. GET NO 5LEER
I GET NO FOOV,
I GET NO EXERCISE

14. Want to Buy

U.S. 641 S.753.2617

5

Lost and Found

LOST at Carrico Paint
Store Fri.. 24th. Ultisuede camel color skirt.
$50 reward
No
questions asked. 7535593.

6

vaa
040

IT WAS EASIER TO
GIVE IT TO HER,THAN
ADMIT I WASN'T
LISTENING

Help Wanted

A GOLDEN opportunity
with friendly home
parties. Sell the largest
line of gifts, toys and
home decor in party
plan: Openings for
managers and dealers.
Earn high dealer rebate
plus win free trips and
cash. Party plan experience helpful. Car
and phone necessary.
Call collect 518-489-8395
or 518-489-4429.
ruLL time LPN. Contact Lakehaven Health
Care Center, Benton.
Ky. 527-3296.
MAJOR U.S. Corp.
expanding wholesale
division. Seeking 4
people experienced in
management, teaching
or business ownership
and currently employed
in responsible position.
Benefits $40,000-$60,000
potential. Company car.
insurance and retirement plans. Send resume to: P.O. Box 1.
Clarksville, Tn. 37041.
NOW accepting for
assistant manager
position. Please send
resume to Kevin
Allbritten, Wendy,, 1111
Chestnut. No phone
calls,•please.
NO experience necessary. Urgently needed
In this area. fulltime
and par.:time
homeworkers. $50 daily.
Preparing mail in your

home. Application.
N.M.S. Box 30362.
Bowling Wien, Ky.
42102-5362

•

2 2 . Musical
BALDWIN Pianos,
organs. Player pianos.
Used piano and organs._ ,
Your complete music
store. Lonardo Piano
Co. next to Penney's,
Paris, Tenn.

24. Miscellaneous

25. Business Services

10. Business Opportunity

1 1 . Instruction

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

20. Sports Equipment
9-GUN Gun Cabinet
Storage in bottom,
double glass doors
489-2483 after 5p.m.

15. Articles for Sale

WILL babysit in my
home anytime, any age.
Very reasonable.
753-5292.
WILL do babysitting in
my home days or nights
or all night and
weekends. Hot meal
will be furnished. Reasonable rates and have
references. Call
759-4803.
WORKING mothers!
Will keep your child,
Panarama Shores area.
Mature lady. Raised 6
of my own. Call
436-2361.

LEARN guitar from a
professional. I have 16
yrs. playing experience.
8 yrs. teaching. Call
Chuck's Music. 753-3682.

See
Max Morris
at

19. Farm Equipment
1967 3000 FORD Gas
Tractor, live power,
new paint, recent over•
haul. $3,750. Call 7536870.
5000 FORD tractor,
good condition. 489-2118.
REAR Tine Tiller, 8
h.p., 5 speed, Pro-til
special introductory
price. Stokes Tractor
Co., 753-1319.
SUPER C-Farmall, Call
435-4596 after 5p.m.
TRACTOR tires, new
and used. Kough
Equipment. 382-2207.

REGISTERED female
miniature Dachshund.
Call 437.4518 after 6p.m.

If you have 12 to 15
hours a week we
can show you how
to earn $150 to
$200 a week or
more. Must be neat,
honest, bondable
and able to meet the
public. No Investment necessary
Apply 701 Jefferson, Paducah, Ky. 8
to 5 daily.

FOUR unit apt. house.
All units rented. $25,000.
247-4170.
TWO unit apt house in
Mayfield. Zoned commercial. $35,000. 2474170.

WE
BUY
USED
CARS

and Service. See the
machine of the future
today. Free pickup and
delivery. Call 443-6469
or 753-3639. The only
Authorized Sales and
Service in the area

16 H.P. Riding Mower
with blade and a Pop-up
camper, sleeps 4. Call
759-1867.
16" RADIAL Arm Saw.
7.5 h.p., 3 phase. $285.
753-5561.
5 HP compressor also
double roll away bed.
753-7645.
9x12 FIBERGLASS
Green House metal
frame, has Hydroponics
equip. included. $500
Call 753-1904.
BRAND new alum.
double pane picture
window. 8 ft x 5 ft. $350.
247-4170.
FIRE Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates.
753-5476.
FOLEY-Belsaw Planer,
molder, saw, like new.
New price $1,250. Will
sell for 8750. 753-5561.
FOR sale dark fire
tobacco base. 96 cents of
a acres. Phone 753-6753.
GENESIS Diet Food at
wholesale prices. After
5p.m. 753-9280.
GIRL'S Bicycle for
sale $25. 753-0421. _
MARTIN Houses. 6 rm.
$22.99, 12 rm. $33.99, 18
rm. $44.99, 24 rm. $59.99.
Wallin Hardware.
Paris, Tn.
NEW molded cultured
marble vanity tops with
sink. 1/3-1/2 price,
several sizes and colors.
Call 492-8584 after 6p.m.
OAK and hickory. 425 a
rick delivered. Call day,
753-3476. Night 436-2778.
SOLID oak antique
display case, excellent
condition. 489-2597.
SEASONED hickory,
oak, mixed hardwoods,
$30 /rick delivered.
Min. order-2 ricks. Call
John Boyer at 753-0338.
TOP quality Western
Alfalfa. Delivered in
Semi loads only. 618-6173403.
WHITE wedding dress,
size 8 to 10. Call 759-4945
after 5p.m.

9. Situation Wanted

TAXES filed
Short
Forms $7.50 for federal
and state, Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home service for shutins. Call Joyce Noel Tax
Service at 489-2440 for
appointment.

md.0...

17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELtCTIkOLUX Sales

COMMODORE 64
Home Computer, few
acessories. 759-1959.
SEARS 40x30 ply yard
fence includes gate and
posts. Also Frigidaire
refrigerator, frost free
anhydrous applicator 5
point. Call 492-8790 after
1
6HELL
.m.
pink Victorian
lace Prom dress and
matching hat. Worn
once in wedding. Size 7.
753-2583 after 5:30p.m.

16. Home Furnishings
ANTIQUE oak buffet,
beveled mirror with
claw feet and carving,
$275. Also oak round
table with leaf, claw
feet, 6 matching chairs
with carving, $975. 4928824.
DISHWASHER Kitchenaid, built-in, excellent condition. 759-1551.

Richard W. Jones
Tax Service
Confidential professional
service. IS In accounting
with 13 years •xperience
In preparing personal,
business and
farm
returns.
94 West and
Oaks Rd.
Cell 753-3215 for appointment day or night.

MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
7 years of experience
preparing individual,
business, partnership.
and corporate returns.
I..ow rates & hundreds of
satisfied clients. Now
preparing returns. Day
or night caN 759-1425
for appointment.

New Shop
Westtown Exchange
Country - Antique. Contemporary
Household Furnishings
On Consignment
1% mile west of 1-24 (Exit 3) on Old
Cairo Rd.
502-444-0029
Tues.-Sat. 10-5
Sun. 1-5

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 394.25
Opined
Today
393.80
'Down
1.25

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yeseedio
9.56
Opened
Today
vf-r851
No Change

Comr,hmenisof:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
We buy Gold. Sayer 1. Diamonds
Hours: 10-111 Doily, 17 5 Sunday

,
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.4116
24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts for Rent
TRI•STATtTlIite
Sales. 11 ft. system N1CV 1 BR apt. near

9

311E"X inla

41. Public Sales

46. Homes for Sale
46 Homes for Sale
49. Used Cars
5 1 . Campers
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
2 ort 3 Bedroom brki
HOUSE
1977.CHEV
three
and
acres
Y
1978
Vega.
22
p.s.,
FT.
Starcraft, FATE'S -Monograms. ELECTRICAN. 20
home, 2 baths,
completely installed, downtown Murray. 753in New Providence p.b.. good gas mileage. fully self contained, Dixieland Shopping years experience, jobs
fireplace, appliances
$1,785. We service what 4109, 762-8650. 438-2844.
community. Gas heat, Great for around town
excellent condition. 435- Center, 753-7743. large or small, Free
included, new master
we sell. 901-642-0295, 315
Sweaters, shirts, pur- Eetimattal, Call 7113-5105
well, refrigerator. Call 753-7863 afternoons 4429.
bedroom suite
Tyson Ave., Paris.
ses, linen, custom pat- after 1 PM.
conditioner. or evenings.
CLASSIC 'Open Road
34. Houses for Rent
workshop and storage stove, air
Tenn.
492-8316 or 492-8240
43 Real Estate
1977 DODGE Royal camper built on 1966 1 ches Fast service
buildings,
large
wooded
MALL house for rent. 8
lot near University. IF you've been waiting Monaco Broughm, ton Chevrolet. First sold
27. Mobile Homes for Sale miles east of Murray.
Akaimo Sonia Ca.
$40.000.
1633 Farmer for an immaculate clean, p.s., p.b., a.c.. 1967. Orginal. Sleeps 4.
Rurdom
& Thurman
$103 month plus deposit.
Aluminum and Wiwi
Ave. 759-4009 after three bedroom, 2 bath AM -FM, radio tape, New generator, air
12x6O 3 BR mobile Call Lindsey
,
Insurance &
Beane
home done in soft colors cruise, tilt, excellent conditioner. tires. Good
3p.m.
home, stove, refrigera- residence. 436-2582.
sking.
Win
work.
trim
'
mechanical.
convenience
all
with
the
Real
condition.
753-3657.
Estate
Reasonable.
tor, utility pole
Low, Low Rates.
7 ROOM house. 14 story. of city living
TWO bedroom house in
with all the 1978 CAMARO. auto.. 1-901.642-1798.
Mama Cal WI Ed
Southside Court Sq.
435-4575. Best offer.
full basement, glass in space
Satisfied References
Hardin. 759-1417.
of country living. air, AM/FM stereo,
7510689.
Murray, Kentucky
porches, 14 bath, good Come
1982 RIVER OAKS
Free Estimates.
see this beautiful local car, good condi.
TWO bedroom brick
location in town. Owner home.
14x72 3 BR, 2 full baths,
753-4451
759-1983
We'll arrange an tion, 60.xxx miles 1500 52. Boats -Motors
house, range, refinancing possible. Phone appointme
woodstove, ceiling fan,
nt for you Canterbury Dr. 18 FT. Jon Boat and
frigerator, garden spot.
WET BASEMENT? We
753-2798 or 753-0180.
storage building, sun.
right now by calling 753-9710. $4,295
8 mi. SE of Murray
trailer. 40 h.p. Johnson INSULATION blown in make wet basements
deck, much more. After Marrieds
BASEMENT house on CENTURY 21 Loretta
only, re- PROPERTY for sale by
motor
with electric by Sears. TVA ap- dry. Work completely
1978 HONDA Civic,
6p.m. 753.3677.
the lake with a satellite Jobs. Realtors, 753-1492.
ferences, deposit. 492- owner. 753-5949 or 474start, trolling motor and proved. Save on those guaranteed. Cali or
silver with silver vinyl
MEAN up shop, built 8594 after 6p.m.
antenna. $27.500. Call
2748. 501 South 12th
equipment.
759.1824.
high heating and cool- write Morgan ConBY OWNER, 3 bedroom roof. 76,xxx miles. 35
after 4p.m. 436-5403.
new in 1984, lot and '!WO
ing bills. Call Sears struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
bedroom house
1979
70
MPG.
H.P.
brick
Mercury
house,
$1,300.
heat,
gas
Call
after
12x65 trailer. Call 753- near
FOR Sale by owner.
University. $225
motor, Aluminum boat, 753-2310 for free 409A, Paducah, Ky.
gas grill, central air, 1 6p.m. 901-247-5104.
0856.
STROUT
completely remodeled 2
month. $100 deposit
trailer, trolling motor estimates.
42001 or call 1 442.7026.
4 bath, patio, carport, 1978 OLDS 4 dr., Delta
BR, bath, kitchen, dinREALTY
concrete drive, new Royale. good condition, and locator. Will sell
WILL haul junk and
28. Mobile Homes for Rent 753-5992.
ing rm., living rm..
separately. Phone 753built-in microwave, roof air. loaded. 753-9710.
clean basements and
Ashley woodstove, approximat
12x65 TRAILER for 38. Pets-Supplies
8878 after 6p.m. 4
ely 2 years 1979 CAPRICE Classic
garages. Free es
PAINTING
fireplace, dishwasher,
rent or sale See Branold, double.oven, other Landou Couple.
timates. 436-5510.
solid
stove,
air
conditioner
don Dill at Dill's Trailer 10 MONTH old [
.
Lou
desireable features, 753-8124.
11111
53. Services Offered
Ann Pillow 753-6843
white Setter Bird Dog
On
1
acre
tree
shaded
Ct.
Wayne Willson 753-5066
immediate possession, 1979
INTERIOR
753-4504.
CUTLASS
AMERICA'S Host. The
lot close to the New
NICE 2 BR trailer in
Joe L. Kennon 436-6876
near high school. 1702 Supreme,
tilt. cruise,
professional
FREE SWEEP
Providence
EXTERIOR
way
to
area
dry
$27,
Murray. No pets. 489- 3 FEMALE white
1912 Coodweter Road
Magnolia, Call 753-8960.
AM -FM tape, 41,xxx
German Shepherd
clean carpet yourself. PAINTIN
000. 492-8930.
When We Stripe
2611.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
G
DO
your
children
need
a
miles, extra clean. 753puppies. AKC rerent the Host machine
BY Owner: North 641
NICE furnished mobile
(502) 753-0186
Your Parking Lot.
place to play, and are 9131 before 5p.m., 753gistered. Will be 6
at Black Decorating
just outside of Paris. you a gardener? This
Anytime
home, central heat and weeks
We Will Use Our
2977
after 5p.m.
old March 2
Center,
701
South
4th
WALLPAP
ERING
Tn.,
ranch
JOE L. KENNON
style 3 BR
air. Phone 759-1029.
1.8 acres has it all. A 1979 DATSUN B-210
435-4369 after 6p.m.
Commerica
St.,
l Tennant
753-0839.
brick,
double
Broker
carport, three bedroom. 2 bath
JIM DAY
Hatchback. ac., 5
AKC Registered AlaskAPPLIANCE SERBrush and Air
30 Business Rentals
central h/a. wood
Licensed 8 Bonded
home
located
34
miles
ian Malamute stud for
burning fireplace, one from Murray and speed, local owner, VICE. Kenmore.
Painting
Sweepers. To
excellent body and
hire. 753-3654.
Westinghouse.
acre wooded, family
Thoroughly Clean
priced
in
upper
the
50's.
mechanical condition.
753-3716
Mini
Whirlpool. 21 years
AUSTRIAN Shepherd
room in paneled carLet us show you all the 39 MPG, $3,800 .
Your Whole Lot.
experience. Parts and
peted basement
puppies, $50 each. Call
Warehouse
*WINTER RATES*
many features this 753-9487.
service_ Bobby Hopper,
w/electric
2597.
fireplace.
489
FOR FREE
Storage Space
property offers by call- 1979
Bob's Appliance Ser•
PONTIAC Firebird
some furniture availaWE have Pointer pupLEE'S CARPET
ing 753-1492 CENTURY Esprit,
For Rent
ESTIMAT
vice.
202
E
t-tops,
S.
5th
St.
tilt
steerReduced
ble.
price and 21 Loretta Jobs,
pies for sale. Call
CLEANING. Murray's
753-4872. 753-8886
ing. air, low mileage.
assumable loan if Realtors.
753-1492
753,2438.
professional Caronly
Call
753-95
74
excellent condition. (home i.
qualified. 1-901-642-1798.
pet Cleaning Company
Appointments made
Phone 759-1587 or 75941. Public Sales
with over 12 years WILL haul white rock,
THERE'S a fabulous 47. Motorcyc
for your conveles
4000.
continuous local service sand, limi, rip rap and
view of Kentucky Lake
WIgeelon-Reedendel
nience. Full time sale
1980
DODGE
Commercial
Challenusing the most powerful masonary sand, coal.
from every room of this 1974 HONDA CB 360,
CAMPBELL WELL
associates evening
cleaning system made. Call Roger ,Hudson,
rustic brick 3600 sq. ft. new battery, A•1 condi- ger, good condition.
Building
DRILLING
753-3455
before
5p.m.
home, fresh on the tion. $450. 753-9710. 1500
Hundreds of satisfied 753-4545 or 753-6763.
McKenzie, In,
phones.
For Rent at
1981 CAMARO. white.
Can
market. Lake frontage, Canterbury.
Collect
repeat customers.
Amos licCwty .753-2249
901-362-3471
Or
601 S. 4th.
recreational activities 1978 YAMAHA Special red interior, rally
Licensed and Insured.
Theses Kaititt 753-7728
901-362-5701
for folks of all ages. ezo, low mileage, good wheels, p.b., p.s.. rear
We move the furniture
1,700 sq. ft.
1402 West Hillwood
Mobile Home Anchors,
Free Estimates
Joyce letsworth 753-9380
Four bedrooms, 34 condition. Call 753-5255 window defog. Sharp'
free. Free estimates, 24
underpinning, roofs seal753-4494
Dr. directly behind
15,700.
Call 753.5884.
baths, sauna, wet bar, 3 or stop by 412 B North
MN Roast 753.2477
hour service, 753-5827.
ed, aluminum patio awnCain's AMC Jeep.
GOV'T surplus Cars APPLIANCE repair LICENSED Electrician
fireplaces, antique fix- 5th St., Murray.
Laiss las
7512409
ings, single and double
31. Want to Rent
Loads of Nice clothes,
tures, brick and 1981 SUSUKI 1000, 3,600 and Trucks under $100. work all brands. for residential and
Notice Dunn . 153-5725
carports.
men's, ladies. A.B. Dick
Cypress throughout miles, black, extra Now available in your Specialize in Tappen
commercial. Rating
Bob Holey
489-2286
JACK GLOVER
home. This truly unique sharp. Call 753-6802 or area. Call 1-( 619 1-561)- Call 753-5341 or 354-6956. and air condit . gas
Copier A-1 Condition.
Earl Lovett.
Guy Spews
0241. 24 hrs.
753-2587
and beautiful residence 759-9526.
753-1873
installation and repair.
Heyer
Mimeograph
ELECTRICAL and Phone 753-7203.
was built in 1977. Of- 1982 HONDA ATC
machine, lots of other
250R
Plumbing. 25 years
fered through KOP• 3-Wheeler, excellent 5 0 . Used Trucks
55 Feed and Seed
items.
44.Lots for Sale
experience. No job too
PERUD REALTY, 753- condition. $950.
Call 1949 CHEVRO
8-4 Sat. March 3
FOR sale Corn Silage •
LET small. All work
3.62 ACRES. 1222.
753-7627.
Forage test available.
Resumes, black &
Folsomdale-Lowes LOVELY three bed- 1982 YAMAHA 1100 Dump Truck, good mo- guaranteed. Free es,
tor, good dump. 11.100
timates on request.
After 6p.m. 901-247-3333.
whites
Road in Graves Co.
for
room home on a large Maxim Sport Faring.
753-5561.
436-2218 anytime
Good building site. $4.
publication
tree shaded lot. Extras white letter tires, like
56.
Free Column
GARAGE
500. 247-4170.
CARTER STUDIO
include three covered new. Sell cheap. Call 1974 DODGE Mini Bus,
32 Apts for Rent
good
condition.
Can
be
rREE
to a good home, 2
EXTRA
porches,
30o MAIN
nice corner lot.
insert in 753-1904
". I
Aluminum 'and Vinyl
SALE
r
ss°c1rts.
's.1
seen at 1200 Main St
2 BR duplex on
yr. female cat, spade,
approximately 170 ft.' fireplace and excellent
siding
and
Aluminum
HONDA 750 Street Bike, Call 759-1965 Sa.m. to
Sat., March 3rd
Kirkwood, lease and
NEED work on your all shots. Extremely
located close to golf
frontage. 2211 Edintrim for all houses. It
good condition. After 3p.m. weekdays.
9-3
deposit required. No
friendly. 759-1337 after
trees? Topping, prun
course. Call KOPborough Dr. 753-0814 or
stops
painting.
pets. Call 753-3343.
1541 Canterbury Dr.
1976 FORD Courier, 4
ing, shaping, complete 5p.m.
753-0675.
PERUD REALTY, 753 5p.m. 753-6785.
Jack Glover
speed with air. See at
2 BR unit for 1 or 2
New I, older luggage,
removal and more. Call
1222. today.
LARGE lot in Almo
49. Used Cars
Wanted
1803 College Farm Rd.
singles. After 6p.m. call
BOVER'S TREE 57
picnic table. T.V.'s,
753-1873
with septic system and
GREAT for newly weds 1973 CAPRICE, extra or call 753-8124.
753-5980. Ask for Ruby.
SERVICE for Pro
snow tires, many
city water. $2,800. Call
A plow for WD Allis
or r.etired couple. sharp, p.s., p.b., air. 1978 CJ5 Renegade, new
fessional tree care. Chamler tractor. 4743 BEDROOM unchildren's items in437-4783.
House, garage, rental 753-8729 or 753-3269 after tires, white spoke
furnished duplex apt.
753 0338
2342.
cluding table a chairs,
PRIME Commercial trailer,
FENCE
sales
at
Sears
extra trailer
wheels,
for rent. Married
standard now. Call Sears 753-2310
property on 12th St. hookup. All situated on 1 8p.m.
office desk chair,
transmissio
couples only. Some
n. p.s.. ex- for free estimate for
Offices and shop. Call acre. Terms available. 1973 DELTA 88. good
other misc. Items.
utilities furnished. No
condition, $300. Call tra sharp Jeep. 753-8729 your needs.
MURRAY CALLOWAY
Call 759-1044.
.
pets. Rent $250.
or
753-3269
after
sp.m.
.436-2455 after 5p.m
COUNTY REALTY.
GENERAL HOME
ENJOY peaceful 1973
753-1836.
753-8146.
MONTE Carlo 1979 FORE1 Chateau REPAIR. 15 years excountry
living
com•
A Couple of young
Chev., ac., tape. Best van. Extras. Excellent perience. Carpentry,
bineg with advantages offer.
ladies want to share a
45. Farms for Sale
Call after 5p.m. condition. 17,500. 247- concrete, plumbing.
IN
a
OUTDOOR
of
erty
dwelling.
Cornhouse located near MSU
4170.
roofing, sliding. NO
BY owner., 102 acre fortable 3 BR brick, 11.4 753-2420.
SALE
and downtown. AvailaAl! Types of Custom Woodworking & Cabinetry
farm, 3 miles East of lacres. 10 min. from 1973 T-BIRD, 89,xxx 1981 D-50 small Dodge JOB TO SMALL. Free
Fri. a Sot. 8-5
ble immediately. Call
•Kitchen and Both Cabinets *Counter Tops
Murray on hard surface town. 14 baths, miles. AM-FM, bucket truck. air. 36,000 miles, estimates. Days 753No Sales Before•a.m.
Rebekah, 753.6577.
road. 43 acre tenciable fireplace insert (low seats, full power, good extra sharp. Call 753- 6973, nights 474-2276.
'Furniture & Furniture Refinishing •Mill Work
Thweett's Serake StaDUPLEX. 2 BR, den,
6802
or
759-9526.
tires.
753-6323.
land and river bottom
GUTTERING by Sears.
Commercial and Residential
utilities), outbuilding,
tion, 7 miles North of
kitchen, 1 bath. w/c1
land. Price $74,000. Call freezer, other extras. 1974 MUSTANG. Call 1984 MAZDA Pickup, Sears continuous guthookup, storage room.
Murray on Old 041.
like
new,
2.500
miles.
753-6236.
ters installed for your
$44,000 by owner. Call 489-2282 after 7p.m.
Cluelry Work
753-9240.
RICK WEST
Used furniture, 2
specifications. Call
LOCATED on Forest 762 6330 /work; 1965 VW. Will also trade Reduced. 753-7245.
at
435-4125 6)
*
dinette sets, beds,
Sears 753-2310 for free *
Road
for
is
Pickup
this
4P
1
364
of
equal
acres
435-4559/ho
me.
flesson•bie
DUPLEX, Northwood
5 1
753-9317
Prices
Campers
couch,
estimate.
chair,
desk,
value.
with
759-9605.
approximat
ely
31
YOU
Subd. 753-7853.
can entertain a
sewing machine, baby
acres tendable. Limed large crowd in this 1977 AMC Pacer X, ac., 1975 MIDAS Mini Motor JOE
Sonney I McKinFOR rent 1 BR upstairs
in 1983. Nice pasture home with its
high
chair,
bassinet
factory Home, GMC. w /350 ney Appliance Service.
ex- p.s.. p.b.,
furnished apt., water
engine, 20 ft., sleeps 6. All makes and models.
land, good outbuildings, ceptionally large
and'other Items.
den, wheels, new Sears
furnished. Available
gas pumps, new pump or enjoy the open Roadhandler tires, good condition, 17.450. (Authorized Service on
March 17th, $145. 753-5980
in well. Home has three fireplace all by your- 54,xxx miles. $1.850. Phone 753-3234 days, Montgomery Ward Apor after 5p.m. 753-1203.
753-0114 after 5p.m.
bedrooms plus large, self. Features include 759-1984.
pliances ), Located at
FURNISHED apts. 1 or
dry basement. Ceiling four bedrooms, two 1977 BUICK Special. 6 1977 APACHE pop-up, George Hodge and Son
2 bedrooms. Also sleepfan, wood stove, range, baths, and has recently cylinder, automatic. sleeps 6, good condition. Used Furniture Store.
ing rms. Zimmerman
dishwasher, carpet, been painted inside and p.s., p.b., air, good 753-8124.
753-8505.
Apts., S. 16th St. 753drapes. $69,500. out. Priced the mid condition, needs paint,
6609.
ROBERTS REALTY, 350's. Call KOPPERUD 62,xxx miles. Call 436SMALL neatly fur753-1651.
5687.
REALTY. 753-1222.
nished 1 BR apt. Inquire
Mon., Feb. 27th
100 S. 13th Street.
thru
TRIED of big utility
Fri., March 2
bills. We have a nice
8:30-3:30
furnished one BR apt.
Woe-I el
for you. 753-3949.
MSU Curds Center
222
S. 12th St.
753-5865
UNFURNISHED 2 BR
2nd Level
Saturday, March 3rd at 10 a.m. at the Tappan building on
apt. 1604 Miller Ave.
Sponsored
by
MSU
Couple preferred. 753East Main St. in Murray, Ky.James D.Futrell had this building
Horticulture Club.
5898
rented, has
ANTIQUE SHOW AN L/
SALE. Paducah, Ky.'s
Exec. Inn 11a.-9p. Mar.
3; lla.-5p. Mar. 4. BO
Dealers-Adm. $2.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
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INSIDE
GARAGE
SALE

Want to lease
dark fired
tobacco base.
435-4351

Custom,

Wood Design,

HOUSE
PLANT
SALE

Public Auction

I

•

For Sale By Owner
4 bedroom home on shady lot
with rental income to help pay
mtg. payment. Has 5 nice apt.
with place for one more.
753-0430.

Congratulations
Congratulations to the staff,
students, parents, and community of
Murray High School, for being chosen
. as one of the four nominees from the
Commonwealth of Kentucky to participate in the 1983-84 Secondary
School Recognition Program.
From,
Murray Board of Education

Ford Richardson
Diesel Fuel Filter

Ford 300 Dual Engine Oil
Filter. DONN-6714-EA
$360
On Sole

Murrtly's Closest Fully Authorized
Ford Tractor Doalsrship
Hwy. 121 South; Mayfield
502-242,4747

now lost his lease to the new book company that has
moved to Murray. WW sell what he has stored there.
Beautiful oak office desk with brass feet, 4-oak desk chairs,
Wringer Maytag washer, nice Remington single shot rifle 32
caliber action barrel, nice old wood cook stove, 4'x8' pieces of
slate, nice poster bedroom suite, several steam radiators,
several new and used table & chairs, & breakfast sets, like new
couch & chair, recliners, school chairs, several box springs &
mattress,4-hospital beds, hat racks, good copy machine, several
office desk & chairs, filing cabinets, adding machines,
typewriters, cash registers, large office safe, good addressagraph machine, floor lamps, table lamps, used T.V. &
antennas, new light fixtures, large outside light, good 48"
fluorescent lights, 4-large gas radiant heaters, recess gas
heaters with blowers, gas furnaces,4-used air conditioners, electric cook stoves, like new apartment size stove, used ref. and
freezer, automatic washer and dryer, commercial popcorn popper, electric wall heaters and portable heaters, hot water
heaters, electric fireplace, good fuse boxes, storm window and
doors, 4-nice glass doors with Therma glass, aluminum windows, swimming pool, pump dr filter, sample carpet & display
rack, good used carpet, floor tile, large fancy wall plaques, bath
tubs, commodes, new oven & surface unit & hoed, fire extinguisher, large lot of new & used shelving, large lot of over
head door panels, many new & used doors, some new metal clad
doors, wood shelving, wood tables, new mail boxes, garbage
cans, stainless steel sink & counter top, exhaust fans, steel windows,sump pumps,construction scaffolds, 3-sets of metal scaffolds, good metal convoyers, 100 boxes of box car grain doors,
new tubes, for tractors & trucks, gas post hole digger, steel barrels, yard seeder, glass panels, severaLbases for van seats, like
new pool table, nice 1975 model 750 cc Suzuki, new chain saw,
good gas masonary or metal saw, nice 14' flat bottom boat, 1980
model, nice 2-axle trailer for camping or portable construction
office, electric chain saw, electric motor, log chains, load 0
binders, one ton chain hoist, 5 ton chain hoist with monterail
6-ton come-along, 3-ton come along, chipping hammer, nuts,
bolts & screws,some gol)die boxes. Many itetns not listed. Auction will be held inside, rain or shine, not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more information and your auction needs_phone (502)4454144 Lynn Grove, Ify-.
--Dan Miller Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded In Ky. Etaenn. No. 1281
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Commercial & Residential

AUCTION

AUCTION

The 9th Annual
Gigantic Consignment
JACKSON PURCHASE
FARM MACHINERY

1000 LW-REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

AUCTION
SATURDAY, MARCH 10th
At The Fairgrounds

MAYFIELD, KY.
A Good Place For Buyer And
Seller To Meet!!
Consign Your Surplus Machinery
To This Sale!!
If You Have Machinery For Sale
Or If You Are In Need Of Some
Good Used Machinery, Then
Mark Your Calendar Now And
Plan To Attend This Auction!!
The Auction Company Will Have A Representative On The Grounds Thursday And
Friday Prior To The Sale To Unload And
Check In Your Machinery. Consignments
Will Bo Accepted Until Sale Time!,

We Welcome You As A Buyer.

Seller, Or Visitor

Terry Paschall-App. Auctioneer
Be There

.411,

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
Work Guaranteed
cof Scsaimicl

H.L. Ford
Plumbing &
Electric
435-4152

JAM
ES R. CASH
AucTIONI E R &
REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY (5021 623-8166

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 1984
ROLLIE HIGGINS FARM
TATUMSVILLE, KENTUCKY
3 Mlles North Of Drefienvele, Ky.

Miles South East Of The Ky. Dem
4 Miles South Of Th• Ky. Dom On Hwy. 641
At The Hwy. 1422 Intersection Proceed East
I Mile To The Higgins Fenn!

TRUCKS, TRACTORS, EQUIPMENT
Allis Cheinters 7000 Diesel. 1395 Hours. -Good- •
Hough End Loader tird Cylinder Engine• Mlle Chatmars4 Row No TM Planter;referents Attschment•New
Holland 770 Wipe Cutter sw2 Row Crop Heed•Woods
214 list Wing Rotary Cutler "Like New"• Burch 12'
Wheel Disc•16'Tandem Axle Troller•7'Pull Type Rotary Cutler* 73Galion Fuel Tank welump•Pickup Truck
Tool Box•1973 Ford F400 w/Grain Bed & Hoist "New
Engine"•1977 Chevy 4 Wheel Ortv• Pickup. V-8, Auto-

matic•Hydraulic Cylinder.
tontect: Rollie Higgins. Owner
Phone (502) 3E24380
NEIGHBORING ESTATE
Massey Ferguson 235 Diesel. 540 Hours. Muth Power,
Spin Out Wheels. DK. Lock, "Show Roorn Sharp"•
Super A Fennel wi Row Cultivator. Disc, Plow, And
Mower, "Super Nice"•Ford 6-3 Point Diu•3 Point
Pond Scoop•Ford 2=12' Spring Trip Mew•PTO Tractor Post Hole Digger•Burch 2 Row 3 Point Renew•4
Wheel Farm Wagon•5'-3 Point Rotary Cutter•Portable Air Compressor•3 Good Chitin Saws•2 Up Right
Fuel Tanks•Several 40 and GO Bushel Hog Feeders*
Chitin Hoist And Hand Tools•18 Gouge Shot Oun•22
Rifle.
Contact: Sanford Lowery, Participating Auctioneer
Phone (502) S27-1030
1977 Chevy C45 GNAW Deluxe, Air Brakes, 398 En502 Trensieleekon, 10.00-30 Rubber. Spoke
Wheals. Step Saddle Tanks, Boalroat Seal,WSh New
Crouch 10' Lime A Pollen Bed. 10' Poly Hydraulic,
Twin Pan And in Geed Condition•elC1111-4 Raw Planter
•10'Lolly Retards* Leift Odd.,NNoli Pardfr-3Point
Mee•New Holland 7'Sewers MC 11113.411war Cultivator
•Illsesey Ferguson 3s14"Plow.
Contect Lewis Rdwartio-Ohner
Phone 0015 UMW
...----Feraelirer-ssie&echosCementllt•lattionew
Compress Sistisinent Oey Or Sea;Ism Leases A Mire"

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER A REM
ESTATE

FANCY FARM

KY

FIROKFR

1,
,,12; 6;3 R4t.e.

THE SELLING MACHINE

-

r %LI it, I

Eg)
Southern
States

Murray

No 15-630C43 ugn t weight.StrOng
easier 4105-12190

$4095

6-volt No. Ell0-1 FI:s many tractors, other
equipment, #054-10103.
Reg. sug.

:37,5

12-vott NO EHD-24F Fits Many Ford Motor Co
produc,
s #054-10220.
Reg. sug.

Your net COST

Reg. sug. pr $46.00
$4495
EHD-74 Fits late model GM cars
#054-10258.
Reg. sug. pr. S52.50

P216/710 14674 142

$103
.6s..•
,

P226/760 1641474 152
•••
••• (t, Kore,1819
lita• MostAnLe

NUNN 558641 has 12-yok starting 5-spied trans.uW twin
Mating dock. seakel-basirn heatlights. Wit dick 110312986

Biads

Cat Food
Price Cut
Our U1 Red Cat Dinner Is Me taste
cats bye, the nutrition they need
Stock up

Cattle
Feeder

26 tlgt1gre5sure Run
use
moan SW Pruning
barna motor 4,760
oilaw7Our7SW$
11 510

No W1I-4000 For salt and mineral
Wind turns hood for protection
Sturdy steel .100-24303

Reg sug pr $16400

$3718
8400°

P215/710 152674-ill
S12,J00
IIl
.0.d0,02.• '21 : 06“5,pft NOM,//
••••• tygo00 11 41 (Am n0..0 nasums Pm/ Co••
;amen towl ii net'.41w et
Reg U0J

No C150AB Textured finish Polyurethane Insulation in se:awaits 42x1
bottom Adeastatile control Key eseCt lock 112001235.

Reg. sug. pr. $6500

1/2-hp
Shallow Well c
Jet Pump
50 5055

836
.
$3634

P7012710 14 1,7114.

1

eg. Sug. pr. $1,295.00

Universal 5000 charges 7-10 miles.
Sold state Twin fuses lightning protection. 1081-25045

guaranteed

CO-OP SPD
Passenger
Tires
..

RW

115-V
Solid State
Fence
Controller

Stock up now on Big Red Nuggets
[Op nutrition PIUS top taste Mats

Motto High-tensile
Field Fencing

s,an x

$
6
"

Dog Food
Special

$395.

o354-1.1260

$36995
Reg sug pr $433.00

pr. S44.50

12-volt No. EHO-71 Fits late model GM cars.

Rey

$13.60
995
300

....

11-hp 38-in.
Lawn Tractor

15 Cu. ft.
Chest Freezer

For-Wad turned steps Makt Oigging

Reg sug pr
Sale price
Rebate from Ames

pr. $47.50

37
12-volt No EHO-24 !
,its many Chrysler, GM
$
5
models. *054-10200.
Reg. sug. pr. S44.50

,
! 911,0

• • •

MARCH 2-17

753-1423

DIG-EZY Shovel

Wet 50-mc warranty in passenger cars Prices with trade-In

/0 re. r40

•

Bee There
for
Bargains

M3rin

Industrial Rd.

(1112

•

e••••••...•••

1981

et I

Nil RR ‘1

or-

.

sie yerst-ye

Reg. sug. pr. $89.50

•••••

Controlled Air
Water Tanks
?•I 1wsIS.SJt..0.1.1 1.0 CO oarxicr

-wrand

.00 0•
,401

r.1•••••

$103"
go CA42 MO‘401
meta.,tieetnte
211,12•I La,
$1421:0

Cattle
Headgate

...1111 a

leg SAI

1(1

ReS sola PT
Sake prKe
Rebate from Ames

Itri UK) fr 9137C0

9411"
NO CAW •••

Reg sug. pr.$384.00
No. 12-2205
#100-25233.

1••••01o• groalirol
0100.040•10
ttl7 CC
44944

Motto Barbed Wire

to a-IMO Magnate flans 4me FOWL Rat lot await, No absence
/walla 1102 31570

LIS •MILK,•CAL 1•111 (Mr
NCI =NMI •15 12 .1.14 II

$2150
16 50
SO)

pts6.
I:
Reg Sug pr 54150

$2491

sirs

Reg Sug pf

Reg. sug pr 551 00
Sail VINO( Up`X NO OR70141•061.2414101

529 50

Non ,nrctst Split youtato tat nom tetatattun

Tractor
Spray Pump

9394-14 1/2-9a
110111 11604)

1111 CO 5(t1•12 .03 Ma
Peg POI Pr SWIG

Reg sug pr $74.00

No 6500C 6-roller cast-iron rtypro
pump Standard PTO coupler e06681770W

rail

1047-6-14 112-91

1061-116061
Reg sug pr $8300

Reg. sug. pr S77.50

4

1,020-rod roll
9396 12 1/2-91

B-660
Multi-Purpose

,1081 116121
Reg sug pr $106.00

Grease

,1030020-rod

Deluxe Yard Lights
'cost Wiley water% *401 0504 ereirge-savers. Auloonaae CM at
Palk at a Clawri
tilirCury V420114111 NO 0131001616011 MON

Motto High-tensile
Field Fencing
$634520-rodroa
$71453o-rod

NM-type
Electrical Cable

rON

Cutter
Paste Worme
$439

99

1047 6 121/2ga

108111614)

Weed-B-Con
Weed Killer

por tube
'

Reg sug pr S12000

•
121 r2-94

Motto 14 1 /2-94 equals regular 121/2 ga in strength Motto
equals regular 11 ga EaSser installation hardy*. Plus Class C
coating -twice as thick for ionger iffe

MC

Reg sug. pr $110

Here's your al around nigh-performance iube 91 3 Cartridge
.052 14015

Wheelbarrow
Reg 54-19 Pr $91 50
*102-32113

Tomato
Gard

Air
Sprayer

NO

Reg sug pr $15900
• 75
#102-32110

$1175

2 1/2-gal

Gas Can

Reg sug. pr. $16.50
No. 18-817
#105-11625

$22"
Reg. sug. pr. $30.50
NO. 152U
#102-41022

Reg. sug. pr. $10.65
#070-05300
NO. SP2 1/2

Precision

Garden
Seeder

Castrator

Rog Nosug1001
pr. now
8

Reg- slag. Pr. $27.35
NO. 0305

#102-32014

066-96000w

sirs

3968 Contras moo:Neat weeds
DOeSnt harm grasses Contans 24-0
and PACPP 4102 35510

Reg sug pr. $7.95

Fertilmix
Potting Soil
$245
No. 812. LOoSe, lignt, scientifically
formulated soil for indoor plants
tr102-35050.

Reg. sug. pr. $360

30-in

Garden
Hoe

Ideal Band

4195

Reg sug. pr. $25.00
36-in. x 50-ft.
#081-13925

Reg. sug. pr. $5.25
44 Heavy duty Superior Wit
Protection 4020-05150

240

Garden
Rake

2-gal
Compressed
5-cu ft

$495qt

12 closes.
6 grams ea
#114-21920

Reg sug pr. $13.50
No. 19-470
#105-11790

16 oz

3/4-In.

Earth
Anchor

Iodine
Wound
Spray
$349

Hitch
Pin

$
2
75
Reg. sug. pr. $3.70
NO. 33054
#081-14150

#114-23588

Reg- Mt Pr. $440
1220 #107-17045

Grip-Spur
Traction

Truck
Tires

Weed-Killing
Frost proof

Hydrant
St
i995
Reg sug. pr $2900

Reg sug pr $1350
Flo 20421 50 ti 5-1 xi am
birst strength Drab couplings
•102 31120

NO

965035-fl bury deptn
Thermoplastic radiates brillkage
/114
AVM.AM

7.00 x1S,Load Range c
(Tube Type)

16 tow Range 0
(Tube type)

750 x

•

06,6 /140 lugged OfI road
Sir
vice Cs/tient/An SOMA
rub.
Der M14011 COM

eillov

10-in.

Electric

Fence
Pliers
$855

Fence .
. Posts
$2449

carton

SHD

Motor Oil

40

Pliers
case of
12

Reg sug. pr $1700
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